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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 

Investigation No. 731-TA-432 (Preliminary) 

DRAFTING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF FROM JAPAN 
··, 

Determination 

On the basis of the record 1/ developed in the subject investigation, the 

Conunission has made its determinations pursuant to section 733(a) of the Tariff 

Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)). The Conunission's determinations are based 

on two separate like products: larger drafting machines, both track and elbow 

types, and portable drafting machines. 2/ In the case of larger drafting 

machines, the Conunission has determined that there is a reasonable indication 

that an industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of 

imports from Japan of drafting machines and parts ~hereof, ll provided for in 

subheadings 9017.10.00 and 9017.90.00 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the 

United States, !/ that are alleged to be sold in the United States at less than 

fair value (LTFV). However, the Conunission determines that there is no 

reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is materially 

injured or threatened with material injury, or that the establishment of an 

industry in the United States is materially retarded by reason of imports from 

Japan of portable drafting machines and parts thereof provided for in 

1/ The record is defined in sec. 207.2(h) of the Conunission's Rules of Practice 
and Procedure ( 19 CFR § 207. 2 (h) ) . : 

·21 Commissioner Eckes, dissentin~ on the determination of two separate like 
products, finds that there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the 
United States is materially injured by reason of imports from Japan of drafting 
machines and parts thereof, provided for in subheadings 9017.10.00 and 
9017.90.00 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, that are 
alleged to be sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV). 
ll The products covered by this investigation are track and elbow-type drafting 
machines, whether finished, unfinished, assembled, unassembled, or drafting 
mach1ne kits. The term "parts" includes, but is not limited to, horizontal and 
vertical tracks, parts of horizontal and vertical tracks, band-and-pulley 
mechanisms, protractor heads, and parts of protractor heads, destined for use 
in drafting machines. · 
!/ Formerly provided for in item 710.8025 of the Tariff Schedules of the United 
States Annotated. 
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subheadings 9017.10.00 and 9017.90.00 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the 

United States. 

Background 

On April 7, 1989, a petition was filed with the Cornmission and the 

Department of Commerce by Vernco Corp., San Dimas, CA, alleging that an industry 

in the United States is materially injured and threatened with material injury 

by reason of LTFV imports of drafting machines and parts thereof from Japan. 

Accordingly, effective April 7, 1989, the Cornmission instituted preliminary 

antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-432 (Preliminary). 

Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation and of a 

public conference to be held in connection therewith was given by posting 

copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade 

Cornmission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal 

Register of April 13, 1989 (54 F.R. 14875), The conference was held in 

Washington, DC, on April 28, 1989, and all persons who requested the 

opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel. 



VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION 

On the basis of the record developed in this preliminary 

investigation, we unanimously determine that there is a 

reasonable indication· that an industry in the United States 

producing large elbow-type and track-type drafting machines is 

materially injured by reason of, allegedly LTFV imports from 

Japan. We further determine that there is no reasonable 

indication that an industry in the United states producing 

portable drafting machines is materially injured or threatened 

with material injury by reason of imports from Japan • .l/ Y l/ 

!/ Material retardation is not an issue in this investigation and 
therefore will not be discussed further. 

Y The legal standard in preliminary antidumping investigations 
is set forth in section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930. 19 
u.s.c. § 1673b(a). That section requires the Commission to 
determine whether, based on the best information available at the 
time of the preliminary determination, there is a reasonable. . ,. 
indication of material injury to a domestic industry, or threat 
thereof, or material retar_dation of the establishment of such an 
industry, by reason of imports of drafting machines and parts 
thereof. The definition of "material injury" is the same in both 
preliminary and final investigations, but in preliminary 
investigations an affirmative determination is based on a 
"reasonable indication" of material injury, as opposed to the 

. actual finding of material injury or threat required in a final 
determination. Compare 19 u.s.c. § 1673b(a) with 19 u.s.c. § 
1673d (b) ( 1) • See, America~ Lamb v. United States, _785 F. 2d 994 
(Fed. Cir. 1986); Shock Absorbers and Parts, Components, and 
Subassemblies Thereof from Brazil, Inv. No. 731-TA-421 
(Preliminary) USITC Pub. 2128· (September 1988) at 4-5. 

11.commissioner Eckes does riot join the Commission's 
determination as to portable drafting machines. In this 
preliminary investigation, he finds the existence of a single 
domestic industry, producers of all drafting machines, for which 
there is a reasonable indication of material injury by reason of 
the imports under investigation. 
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~. Like product and domestic industry. 

As a threshold matter in title VII investigations, the 

Commission must determine what constitutes the domestic industry. 

The statute defines domestic industry as "the domestic producers 

as a whole of a like product •••• " Y "Like product" in turn is 

defined as "a product which is like, or in the absence of like, 
I . 

most similar in characteristics and uses with" the articles 

subject to investigation • .21 

The Department of commerce defines the imported merchandise 

that is subject to the investigation, and the Commission 

determines the domestic products "like" the imports. The 
.-

starting point of the Commission's like product analysis is 

therefore Commerce's definition of the imported merchandise. 

In its Notice of Initiation, §./ Commerce defined the 

artic.les subject to i_nvestigation as fallows: 

The scope of this investigation includes drafting 
machines that are finished, unfinished, assembled, or 
unassembled, and drafting machine kits. For purposes of 
this investigat.ion, "drafting machine" refers to "track" or 
"elbow-type" drafting machines used by designers, engineers, 
architects, layout artists, and others. Drafting machines 
are devices for aligning scales (or rulers) at a variety of 
angles anywhere on a drawing surface, generally a drafting 
board. A protractor head allows angles to be set and read 
and lines to be drawn at this angle. The machine is 
generally clamped to the board. Both "track" and "elbow
type" machines are classified under HTS 9017.10.00. 

Also included within the scope of this investigation 
are parts of drafting machines classified under HTS 

if 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A) • 

.21 19 u.s.c. § 1677(10). 

~ 54 Fed. Reg. 19424 (May 5, 1989). 
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9017.90.00. Parts include, but are not limited to, 
horizontal.and vertical tracks, parts of horizontal and 
vertical tracks, band and pulley mechanisms, protractor 
heads, and parts of protractor heads, destined for use in 
drafting machines. Accessories, such as parallel rulers, 
lamps, and scales are not subject to this investigation~ 

The terms of the scope determin~tion appear.to include all 

drafting machines regardless of size or sophistication. 

The Commission's decision concerning like product is factual 

and is made on a case-by-case basis. 1/ The Commission has 

traditionally considered: (1) physical characteristics and uses, 

(2) interchangeability, (3) channels of distribution, (4) 

customer and producer perceptions, (5) common manufacturing 

facilities and employees, and (.6) price. J!/ The Commission has 

not drawn distinctions based on minor physical differences, ii 

and instead has looked for clear dividing lines between articles 

before considering _them to.be separate like products. 10/ 

We note at the outset that the parties were not in 

disagreement as to the like product in this investigation, i.e. 

"all drafting machines ~nd only drafting machines (and parts 

1/ Asociacion Colombiana de.Exportadores de Flores v. United 
States, 12 CIT , 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169 & n.5 (1988); 3.5" 
Microdisks and Media Therefor from Japan (Microdisks), Inv. No. 
731-TA-389 (Final), USITC Pub. 2170 (March 1989) at.6. 

!/Certain All-Terrain Vehicles from Japan (ATVs), Inv. No. 731-
~A-388 (Final), USITC Pub. 2163 (March 1989) at 4; Dry Aluminum 
Sulfate from Sweden, Inv. No. 731-TA-430 (Preliminary), USITC 
Pub. 2174 (March 1989) at 4. 

ii s. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-1 (1979). 

10/ Certain Telephone systems and Subassemblies thereof from 
Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-426-428 
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2156 (February 1989) at 4. 
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thereof)." 11/ 12/ This does not mean, however, that the 

Commission may not determine that the like product in this 

investigation is other than as suggested.by the parties. !11 For 

this reason, we address below two like product issues raised by 

this investigation: (1) whether the two types of Vemco drafting 

machines, track-type and elbow-type machines, constitute a single 

11/ Post Conference Brief of Vemco at 3; Post Conference Brief of 
Mutoh at l; Tr. at 77-8. We note that the parties do not 
understand the term "drafting machine" to include Oraftette's 
portable machines. See discussion infra, section I.B. 

111 Respondents have, however, mentioned a product definition 
issue of another sort, with regard to drafting machines that 
employ a digital readout (ORO) for reading fractions of degrees, 
as opposed to the more common vernier scale. See Report at A-2, 
A-4. Respondents assert that there is Commission precedent for 
"excluding" from the investigation items that, although part of 
the like product, are not made by the domestic industry and are 
imported in such small quantities as not to be a cause of injury 
or threat. Tr. at 88, Post Conference Brief of Mutoh at 1. 
Respondents suggest that such an approach may be possible for 
machines with a ORO. 

The Commission has recently rejected exclusion arguments. See 
~' Antifriction Bearings, Invs. Nos. 303-TA-19-& 20, 731-TA-
391-399 (Final), at 34-40; ATVs, supra n.8 at 11, n.28; 
Microdisks, supra n.7 at 23-4. In a recent case, the Court of 
International Trade affirmed this view. Sony Corp. of America v. 
United States, 13 CIT , Slip op. 89-55 at 14 (April 26, 1989); 
see also, Sprague Electric Co. v. United States, 84 Cust. Ct. 
260, 262 (1980). As to whether machines that differ only in the 
means of reading fractions of degrees should be separate like 
products, both petitioner and respondents argue that they should 
not, and we agree. 

l1I See, ~' Industrial Belts from Israel, Italy, Japan, 
Singapore, South Korea, ·Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and West 
Germany, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-293-295, 731-TA-412-419 (Preliminary) 
USITC Pub. 2113 (August 1988) at 6-7 ("The Commission must decide 
••• how the like product and domestic industry are to be 
defined."(emphasis added)). 
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like product 14/; and (2) whether small, portable drafting 

machines are -"like" the imports subject to investigation, and if 

so, whether the portaple drafting devices are part of a single 

like product, a1i d:rafting machines, or constitute a separate 

like product. 

A. Track and elbow drafting machines constitute a single 
like product. 

Petitioner argues that track and elbow-type drafting 

machines con~titute: a' si~gl~ like product. It argues that the 
·.'."\ 

physical characteristics of both are similar and the main 
.. 

functions a~e identical. 15/ Petitioner asserts that track and 
. ·~ . . - . ,;. 

elbow machines largely compete for the same customers, and are 

.W The petition was filed by Vemco Corporation, the sole 
domestic producer of ·drafting machines, both track-type and 
elbow-type (or band-and"'.".pulley-.type), that are used in commercial 
drafting offices. Report at A-8. Another domestic company, 
Draftette Corporation, makes small, portable drafting machines, 
but is not a party to this investigation. Respondent Mutoh 
Industries, Ltd •. of Japa11 -accounts for nearly all of the Japanese 
imports of both elbow and track drafting machines. Report at A-
21, n.2. Mutoh America, Inc., which imports Mutoh machines, is 
also a respondent. Neither respondent Mutoh nor petitioner Vemco 
produces portable drafting machines. 

We use the terms "large"· drafting machines and "commercial" 
drafting machines interchangeably to ~escribe both elbow-type and 
track-type drafting.mach'ines produced by Vemco Corporation. For 
a description of- track and elbow drafting·machines, see Report at . . 

A-l-A-2. 
. .. 

15/ Petitioner provides examples of these functions: 

the ability to place the protractor head anywhere on the 
drafting surface while maintaining the precise orientation 
of the scales; the ability to set the scales at any angle 
within a precision of typically 5 minutes of arc; the 
ability to "index", that is, quickly to ~et angles that are 
multiples of· 15 degrees; the ability tp set a base (or zero) 
line at any angle.,Ppst Conference Brief of Vemco at 7. 
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used interchangeably. 161 _In addition, petitioner asserts that 

"they have essentially identical channels of distribution, 

customers perceive them as similar, and both [petitioner] Vemco 

and [respondent] Mutoh ••• manufacture both.types." 17/ 

There are, however, some differences between track and elbow 

machines. The machines.look different, have certain different 

parts, and operate on a slightly different principle. !.§! Track 

machines have on ave~age approximately one third more parts than 

elbow machines. 19/ Track machines generally have more 

specialized features than elbow machines. 20/ They ~lso differ 

in price, with the range of list prices of track machines several 

hundred dollars higher than elbow machines. 21/ There is some 

overlap in the range of list prices, however. 

Applying the like product criteria, we note that the 

evidence as to physical characteristics is mixed: some of the 

parts differ, whereas the main component, the protractor head, is 

16/ Tr. at. 39; Post conference Brief of Vemco at 7. 

17/ Post Conference Brief of Vemco at 8. 

18/ Report at A-3; Tr.-at 39. Track machines maintain the 
alignment of the.scales by means of the vertical and horizontal 
tracks; elbow machines employ the pulleys and steel bands on the 
two arms to maintain alignment. Report at A-l-A-2. 

l.21 There is an average of 107 parts for elbow machines, as 
compared to 142 parts for track machines. Post Conference Brief 
of Vemco at 8. 

20/ Report at A-2; Tr. at 16-7 (counterweight, brakes). 

1.ll List prices for elbow machines range from $219-$416; for 
track machines, $379-$671. Post Conference Brief of Vemco at 8. 
See also, Report at A-2. 
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often identical. 22/ The uses are the same in that both are 

employed to draw straight lines of any angle on a drawing 

surface. 11/ Because track and elbow drafting machines can 

achieve the same degree of accuracy, they are by and large 

interchangeable in use. AJ./ The channels of distribution are 

identical. 25/ Although the production processes for track and 

elbow machines differ somewhat on account.of differences· in 

parts, 1.§1 it appears that both track and elbow machines are made 

in the same facilities and with the same employees. 27/ Finally, 

·as noted above, although the range of list prices for track 

machines is generally higher than for elbow machines, there is no 

clear price break between the two types. 

We believe that similarities in use, distribution channels, 

manufacturing facilities and employees, and the fact that track 

and elbow machines are largely interchangeable, outweigh the 

differences in physical characteristics and price. Thus, we 

determine that track and elbow drafting machines (and parts 

thereof) are a single like product •. 

W Report at A-2; Tr.· at 40. 

11/ Report at A-2. 

AJ./ The most accurate protractor head, the Civil Engineering 
head, can be used with either track or elbow machines. See, 
Vemco's product brochures (Petition, Exhibit l); Tr. at 39-40. 

25/ Report at A-9. 

26/ Report at A-4-A-5. 

W Tr. at 38. 
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B. Portable and large drafting machines are separate like 
products. 

As noted above, petitioner arques (and respondents do not 

contest) that the Commission should find one like product, "all 

drafting machines and only drafting machines." At the same time, 

petitioner insists that Draftette•s machines are not included in 

'that like product. 28/ Thus it is apparent that petiti~ner and 
,. 

respondents alike do not consider Draftette's devices to be 

"drafting machines." Furthermore, because they propose a single 

like product that excludes portable drafting machines, they 

apparently do not believe that Draftette's machines are otherwise 

"like" the imported merchandise. 

The parties may have based this positlon on the fact that 

apparently there are no Japanese imports of the smaller machines. 

However, the Commission is to base its like product determination 

on the terms of the scope of the investigation as set forth by 

the Department of Commerce. ~ 

28/ Petition at Exhibit 5. 

A.21 The Commission considered this issue in the recent 
Hydrostatic Transmissions preliminary investigation. Light-Duty 
Integrated·Hydrostatic Transmissions and Subassemblies thereof, 
with or without Attached Axles, from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-425 
(Preliminary), USITC PUb. 2149 (January 1989). That· 
investigation involved hydrostatic transmissions (hydrostats) and 
an item called a transaxle, which was a transmission and axle in 
one. Like portable drafting machines, the transaxle was produced 
domestically but was not imported. Based upon the terms of 
Commerce's scope determination, however, the Commission 
determined that the transaxle was like the articles subject to 
investigation, despite the absence of actual imports. Id. at 6, 
n.13. The Commission further found that the domestically 
produced transaxle and hydrostats constituted two distinct like 
products. Id. at 20. 
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Applying the Department of Commerce's definition of the 

scope of_the investigation, we note that Draftette•s machines are 

"elbow-type" drafting devices used "for aligning scales (or 

rulers). at a variety of angles anywhere on a drawing 

surface." W Draftette's machines have a "protractor head." 

They would be classified under the tariff provision listed in the 

Commerce scope (HTS 9017.10.00), a provision that encompasses 

"drafting tables or machines." W Thus, notwithstanding the 

parties' implicit positions, we determine that the·portable 

drafting machines produced by Draftette are "like" the articles 

described in the scope. 

The question then presented is whether portable and 

commercial drafting machines constitute one or two like products. 

Petitioner contends that the portable machines are "much too 

small and lacking in accuracy to find any use in commercial · 

drafting offices," and that the small machines are "only used 

when portability is required, such as when an engineer wishes to 

make field drawings •••• i• W Petitioner asserts that there 

appears to be slight, if any, competition between the small and 

30/ Report at A-S-A-6. 

31/ Id. 

W Post Conference Brief of Vemco at 6. See also, Tr. at 41 
(Mr. Vaughan)("! have never, ever seen a Draftette machine used 
in (a commercial drafting] office ••• and I've seen a lot of 
drafting offices."): Tr. at 20: Petition at 64. 
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large machines. 111 Petitioner arques that customers likely do 

not consider the small and large machines to be the same. 1!I 

In applying the like ·product factors, we note that the 

smaller machines produced in the United States by Draftette serve 

basically the same function as larger imported machines: aligning 

rulers (or scales) at particular angles on a drawing surface. 

The physical characteristics ·of the larger and smaller machines 

are partially similar: hav.ing two hinged arms and a protractor 

head, Draftette•s machines look like small elbow-type drafting 

machines, 35/ but they do not-operate by means of bands and 

pulleys. 36/ Significantly, the large and portable machines do 

not appear to compete. J.1..1 This is a sign that the machines are 

not in fact interchangeable and are not perceived similarly by 

111 Tr. at 41 (Mr. Vaughan) ("There may be some people who ·want to 
economize who will use them for home drafting ••• so there's that 
little bit of ••• competition but it's insignificant."). 

1!/ i.g. 

35/ Tr. at 20 (Mr. Vaughan) ("It's an elbow device •••• "); Report 
at A-6. 

1.2/ Report at A-6. There appears to be no overlap in the range 
of sizes of portable drafting machines as compared to commercial 
drafting machines. vemco•s elbow-type drafting machines range in 
arm length from 16 t,o 36 inches; Draftette's range only from 6 to 
12 inches. Similarly, there is no overlap in the range of the 
sizes of the boards to which the machines are generally attached. 
See Petition at Exhibit 2; Draftette sales cataloque. In 
addition, Draftette•s machines have no capability for reading 
fractions of degrees. Draftette's machines have no anti
gravitational device and therefore·cannot be used on an inclined 
board. Id. 

37/ Like petitioner, Draftette has indicated that it believes its 
product and Vemco's are not competitive. Draftette's cataloque 
displays Vemco machines in addition to its own. 
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customers. Neither Vemco nor Mutoh produces the smaller 

machines, and larger machines list for much more than portable 

machines, with no price overlap. 38/ 

We believe that the very limited interchangeability between 

portable and large drafting machines, and the substantial 

differences in manufacturing facilities and employees, price, and 

channels of distribution, outweigh the partial similarity in 

physical appearance and function. Thus, we determine that 

Draftette's portable machines are a separate like 

product. 39/ .i.QJ Accordingly, we find that there are two 

domestic industries in this investigation: producers of large 

commercial drafting machines, both track and elbow types (Vemco), 

and producers of portable drafting machines (Draftette). 

1V The most expensive Draftette' drafting machine ("arm") lists 
for below $60, and includes a set of scales in the price. (See 
Draftette sales catalogue.) By contrast, the.cheapest Vemco 
machine lists for over $200. Petition at Ex. 2; Tr. at 40. 
Draftette machines that include a drafting board and accessories 
such as a carrying case or scales ("drafting systems") may list 
for up to $105. Report at A-S-A-6. 

~ Commissioner Eckes believes that, although there may be some 
good reasons for finding that portable and larger drafting 
machines are separate like products, it is not appropriate to 
make such a finding in this preliminary investigation. He does 
not believe that the data so far received allows for the drawing 
of clear dividing lines between "portable" and "large" drafting 
machines. 

40/ Commissioner Rohr emphasizes that no party to this 
investigation has argued that portable and large. drafting 
machines are the same like product. He further notes that the 
parties have shown very little interest of any kind in portable 
drafting machines in this investigation. 
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II. Condition of the Industry. !!/ 

A. Large drafting machines. 

In assessing the condition of the domestic industry, the 
. . 

Commission considers, among other factors, domestic consumption, 

production, capacity utilization, shipments, inventories, 

employment, wages, sales, profitability, ability to raise 

capital, and investment. 42/ The Commission is directed to 

evaluate these factors in the context of the business cycle and 

competitive conditions of the particular industry concerned. W 

The period of this investigation covers the years 1986 through 

1988. 

Because there is only one domestic producer of large 

commercial drafting machines in this investigation, much of the 

specific data on the condition of the industry are confidential. 

Thus, we will discuss the condition of the domestic industry 

producing large drafting machines in only the most general terms. 

Apparent U.S. consumption of commercial drafting machines 

!l/ Vice Chairman Cass does not reach a separate legal conclusion 
on the condition of the domestic industry. See, ~, Digital 
Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from Japan,· Inv. No. 
731-TA-390 (Final) USITC Pub. 2150 (January 1989) at 95-117 
(Concurring and Dissenting Views of Commissioner Cass). He 
believes, however, that the discussion of the domestic industry 
is accurate and relevant to his decision regarding whether there 
is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry is 
materially injured by reason of alleged LTFV imports. See his 
Additional Views, infra. 

42/ 19 U.S. C. § 1677 (7) (C) (iii) • 

43/ Id. 
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decreased in both quantity and value from 1986 through 1988. 44/ 

Production of large drafting machines decreased from 1986 to 1987 

and recovered somewhat in 1988, for an overall decline from 1986 

to 1988. 45/ Capacity utilization showed an overall decline and 

remained quite low throughout th~ period of investigation. 46/ 

Total shipments declined throughout the'.period. £1./ Inventories 

also fell from 1986 through 1988 •. 48/ 

The number of employees producing drafti~g machines 

decreased, whereas the total hours worked by production.and 

related employees increased. 49/ Wages were up, as was total 

compensation. 50/ 

Net sales for the drafting machine industry decreased from 

1986 to 1987, then remained at that lower level.in 1988. 51/ 

With respect to net income-and-loss, the industry's financial 

condition worsened during the period of investigation. 52/ The 

domestic industry had some difficulty in obtaining capital from 

w Report at A-9, Table 1. 

~ Report at A-11, Table 3. 

ill Id.; Petition at 16. 

47/ Report at A-12, Table 4. 

48/ Id. at A-13, Table 5. 

49/ Id. at A-13 ,. Table 6. 

w Id. 

51/ Id. at A-15, Table 8. 

~Id.; Petition at 19-20.· 
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outside sources. ?31 Spending on research and development 

decreased. 54/ 

In sum, although a few indicators were positive or neutral, 

namely inventories, employment and compensation, nearly all the 

ot~er indicators showed a decline. Production, capacity 

utilization, shipments,, .. and- sales all dropped. The industry's 

financial condition was·down, it spent less on research and 

development, and it had trouble raising capital. Accordingly, we 

determine that there is a reasonable ·indication ·that the industry 

producing large drafting machines is materially .. 
injured. 55/ 56/ 57/ 

.2.V Report at A-16. 

54/ Id. at A-17. 

55/ Chairman Brunsdale does not reach a separate legal conclusion 
based on the condition of the domestic industry. She believes 
that the discussion of the domestic industry is accurate and 
relevant to her determination regarding a reasonable indication 
of material injury by reason of the allegedly LTFV imports. See 
Certain Light-Walled Rectangular Pipes and Tubes from Taiwan, 
Inv. No. 731-TA-410, USITC Pub. 2169 (March 1989) at 10-15 (Views 
of Chairman Brunsdale and Vice-Chairman Cass). 

56/ Commissioner Rohr believes that several issues pertaining to 
the financial condition of the domestic industry may warrant 
further examination in any final investigation: the level of 
petitioner's general, selling, and administrative expenses; the 
relationship between petitioner's other product lines and the 
financial condition of its drafting machine line; and the 
relationship between petitioner's current ratio and otqer data 
relating to its profitability. See Report at A-14-A-16. 

57/ Commissioner Eckes finds that there is a reasonable 
indication that the domestic industry producing all drafting 
machines is materially injured. He notes that although Draftette 
Corporation showed a relatively healthy performance in most 
indicators during the period of investigation, the value of 

(continued ••• ) 
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B. Portable drafting machines. Upon consideration of the 

factors outlined above, we determine that there is no reasonable 

indication of material injury to the domestic industry producing 

portable drafting machines.·~~ 60/ 61/ 

.211( ••• continued) 
Draftette•s shipments were only a small fraction of Vemco•s. 
Thus, the addition of Draftette•s data does not alter the overall 

··trends for the domestic industry observed above. -

58/ This conclusion is based upon the data supplied by Dra.ftette 
Corporation. Because the data are confidential, we are not free 
to discuss publicly even the trends in the performance of the 
dome~tic industry producing portable drafting machines • 

. 59/ Even if we were to find.a reasonable indication of material 
injury to the portable drafting machine industry, we would find 
no reasonable indication that the injury was "by reason of" 
imports from Japan.· At present there ·are apparently no imports 
of portable drafting machines from Japan. Report at A-6 (For this 

.we rely on information provided by Mutoh and Draftette, as 
drafting machine imports are included in a basket category that 
contains unrelated items.). In addition, because we have found 
that portable and large drafting machines do not compete for the 
same customers, imports of large drafting machines from Japan 
have had little or no. effect. on the domestic industry producing 
portable machines. 

60/ As noted above (note 3), Commissioner Eckes did not consider 
whether there was a reasonable indication of material injury or 
threat of material injury to a separate portable drafting machine 
industry. 

61/ see note 55, supra. 
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III. causation {Large drafting machines) • .§.11 

The Commission's last task in a title VII investigation is 

to determine· whether there is a reasonable indication of material 

injury or the threat thereof to the domestic industry (or 

industries) "by reason of" the imports under investigation. W 

In making this determination, the Commission considers the volume 

of imports, their effect on prices for the like product, and 

their impact on domestic producers. §.!/ In this reg~rd, the 

Commission assesses whether import volumes or increases in volume 

are significant, whether there has been significant underselling 

by imports, and whether imports significantly depress or suppress 

prices. 65/ 

The commission·may consider alternative causes of injury, 

but it is not to weigh causes. 66/ Rather, the Commission is to 

.§.11 Vice Chairman Cass does not join this section of the 
Commission's opinion.· His analysis of the question whether there 
is a reasonable indication of material· injury to any domestic 
industry by reason of alleged LTFV imports is set forth 
separately in his Additional Views. 

63/ 19 u.s.c. § 1673b(a). 

64/ 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(B)(i) (I),(II),(III). The Commission may 
in its discretion consider other relevant economic factors. 19 
U .S.C. § 1677 (7) (B) (ii). 

65/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (C). 

66/ Citrosuco Paulista v. United States, 12 CIT , 704 F. Supp. 
1075, 1101 (1988). Alternative causes may include: 

the volume and prices of imports sold at fair value, 
contraction in demand or changes in patterns of 
consumption, trade, restrictive practices of and 
competition between the foreign and domestic producers, 

(continued ••• ) 
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determine whether: imports are a cause of material injury. 67/ 

Although the absolute volume and value'Of imports of large 

drafting machines from Japan declined from 1986 through 1988, .68/ 

the percentage of apparent domestic conslimption·accounted for by ·. 

Japanese imports increased from 1986 to 19'87 in· both quantity and 

value terms, then decreased in 198·8. 69/ Overall,· the market 

share of imports declined from 1986 through 1988 in terms of 

quantity, but remained steady as -to. V.ahi'e.· 70/ . Market share held 

by .imports was substantial throughout .the.·period. Although we 

believe that the decrease in imports in absolute terms ·is not 

trivial, we determine that the market share .accounted for by 

imports of large drafting machines throughout· ·the period of'· 

investigation is significant and is probative.-of a causal link 

between imports and the material injury being experienced by the 

domestic industry. 

661( ••• continued) 
developments in technology, and the export 
and productivity of the domestic industry. 
249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 74 (1979). 

performance· 
s. Rep. No. 

67/ LMI - La Mettali Industriale, S.p.A. v. United-States, 13 CIT 
, Slip op. 89-46 (April 11, 1989) at 31, citing, British Steel 

Corp. v. United states, 593 F. Supp. 4.05, 413 (19.84): Hercules, 
Inc. v. United states, 11 CIT I 673 F. Supp. 454, 481 (1987): 

· See also, Maine Potato Council-V:- United States, 613 F. Supp. 
1237, 1244 (1985)(The Commission must reach an affirmative 
determination if it finds that imports are more than a "de 
minimis" cause of injury.). 

68/ Report at A-23, Table 11: Post Conference Brief of Mutoh at 
4. 

69/ Id. at A-24, Table 13. 

70/ Id. 
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The Commission requested information from the domestic 

industry and importers on the prices obtained for the largest 

quarterly.sales of· several representative large drafting machines 

during the period of investigation. 'Because ·nearly all sales by 

importers and the domestic.industry were to unrelated 

distributors and not to end-users, the prices requested were for 

sales to distributors.'. 71/ 

The prices fo~ both domestic and imported drafting machines 

generally increased .. throughout ·the period; 72/ Petitioner has 

argued that despite price increases, price suppression has 

occurred because prices have not kept pace with increased costs, 

particularly costs c;>f raw materials· •. 73/ Based on the two 

products for which· there is the most complete and meaningful 

data, we do not find this to be the case. Although costs of 

producing drafting machines did grow, price increases by the 

domestic industry were gene.rally greater than the increase in 

costs. 74/ However, our judgment is tempered by the fact that 

usable price data collected in this preliminary investigation are 

limited and show·~ome fluctuations. 

We have also examined the price data for evidence of 

1JJ Report· at A-25. 

72/ Report at A-26-A•27, Tables 14 & 15. 

1:J.I Post Conference Brief of Vemco at 22-23; see. 19 u.s.c. § 
1677 (7) (C) (ii) (II). 

74/ Report at A-15, Table 8; A-26-A-27. 
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significant underselling by imports. 75/ We note initially that 

differences in. features between the models of imported and 

domestic drafting machines being compared have limited the 

probative value of price comparisons. 76/ Nonetheless, we find 

that the price data exhibited mixed signs of underselling and 

overselling by the imported merchandise as compared with domestic 

commercial .drafting machines. 77/ In sum, although prices 

increased and the available data regarding underselling are 

inconclusive, in light of the persistent significant market share 

held by imports and the low threshold applicable to preliminary 

investigations, we determine that there is a reasonable 

. indication that the domestic industry producing large drafting 

machines is materially injured "by reason of" the 

imports. 78/ 79/ 

75/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(ii)(I). 

76/ Report at A-27-A-28. For most of the comparisons, imported 
models were equipped with more features than the domestic models. 
Were it not for these added features, import prices might be 
lower and thus more underselling by imports would be found. In 
any final investigation, we will request the parties to assist us 
in ensuring comparability in the models selected for our pricing 
analysis. 

77/ Report at.A-26-A-27. Because the data are confidential, we 
are not at liberty to discuss publicly price comparisons for 
individual models. 

78/ Commissioner Rohr is of the opinion that market share, 
standing alone, will not support an affirmative determination, 
even in a preliminary investigation. He reaches an affirmative 
determination in this investigation on the basis of not only 
market share, but also the mixed pricing data and the strong 
possibility that more probative pricing data may be obtained in a 
final investigation. Since there are so few parties involved, 

(continued ••• ) 
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Respondents argue that caµses other than imports explain 

whatever injury the domestic industry may be experiencing. 

Principal among their alternative causes is that the market for 

mechanical drafting machines is contracting. Respondents assert 

.that this is because Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems have 

captured much of the market formerly served by drafting machines. 80/ 

Respondents point out that their owri sales of drafting machines 

in the United states have declined significantly, and assert that 

this decline has caused them to shift toward greater emphasis on 

selling CAD equipment and less on mechanical drafting 

machines. 81/ They contend that petitioner itself has begun to 

concentrate more on sales of its imported CAD accessories such as 

scanners. !Al 

Respondents concede (and petitioner agrees), however, that 

CAD cannot totally displace mechanical ~rafting machines. 83/ 

They also note that many customers will still buy drafting 

78/( ••• continued) 
Commissioner Rohr believes that very detailed price data may be 
obtained in any final investigation. 

79/ Chairman Brunsdale notes that the price evidence in this 
investigation is no worse than that received by the Commission in 
many investigations, which often suffers from the same defects 
identified in these views. She therefore does not rely on 
anecdotal price information to determine injury by reason of the 
subject imports. 

80/ Tr. at 61; Post Conference Brief of Mutoh at 11-14 • 

.!!/ Tr. at 54, 61. 

~ Post Conference Brief of Mutoh at 13 • 

.!J./ Tr. at 61. 
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machines for simple tasks, and others may find CAD's price 

prohibitive. 84/ 

Petitioner responds that only a small percentage of the 

drafting machine market has been lost to CAD. _85/ It notes that 

many persons use CAD ~n conjunction with drafting machines. 86/ 

Petitioner adds that because of its high price, CAD cannot 

explain the price suppression that is occurring for large 

drafting machines. 87/ In sum, petitioner argues that there is a 

reasonable indication that imports were at least A cause of 

injury. 

We believe that CAD bears some responsibility for the 

decline in the U.S. market for drafting machines and may partly 

explain the injury experienced by the domestic industry • 
. . 

However, we find it difficult in this preliminary investigation 

to ascertain the precise effects of CAD on the market. We will 
' explore this issue in greater detail in any final investigation~ 

However, on the basis of the record so far developed, and bearing 

in mind the standard applicable to preliminary investigations, we 

find that, whatever the effect of CAD, there is a reasonable 

indication that allegedly LTFV imports from Japan were a cause of 

material injury to the domestic industry producing drafting 

84/ Id. CAD systems range in price from $20,000 to $50,000. 
Report at A-6. 

85/ Tr. at 34. 

86/ Tr. at 32-3; See also, Tr. at 62, 69. 

87/ Tr. at 34. 
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machines. 88/ 

IV. Reasonable indication of threat of material injury 
(Portable drafting machines). 

The statute directs the Commission to examine a number of 

factors in making a determination regarding threat. 89/ Threat 

must be real and material injury imminent; conjecture or 

supposition are not sufficient·. 90/ 

Because we have found present material injury to the 

industry producing large drafting machines, we do not reach the 

issue of threat of material injury as to large drafting machines. 

With regard to portable drafting machines, we have found no 

imports ··from Japan. In addition, we are not aware of any 

Japanese production of such machines whatsoever, whether or not 

for export • .ill The dominant Japanese producer of drafting 

machines has indicated that it has no intention of commencing 

production of such machines, although it states that only a 

relatively smallamo~nt of initial capital would be required for 

88/ In any final inve~tigation, we will also explore other 
alternative causatiop arguments advanced by respondents. 
Respondents argue th~t Vemco has had difficulties with the 
quality of its product, its service, and its sales force. See, 
~' Tr. at 60, 64, 69, 71-2, 74, 81-2. Petitioner challenges 
these assertions. Tr. at 17-8; Post Conference Brief of Vemco at 
21. 

89/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (i) (I)-(X). 

90/ 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (F) (ii). See also, Alberta Gas Chemicals,
Inc. v. United States, 1 CIT 312, 515 F. Supp. 780, 791 ("Mere 
possibility" of future harm will not support a finding of threat.). 

-91/ Report at A-6. 
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it to begin production. 92/ 

Thus, any threat of material injury to the domest~c industry 

producing portable drafting machines would stem from the 

possibility that a Japanese company might begin to produce the 

machines, decide to export them to the United States, and then be 

successful enough at exporting to cause material injury to an 

otherwise healthy industry. 93/ We believe that such a 

possibility is no more than "conjecture or supposition." i.il 

Accordingly, we find that there is no reasonable indication.that 

the domestic industry producing portable drafting machines is 

threatened with material injury by reason of the imports subject 

to investigation • 

.ta.I Letter on behalf of Mutoh Industries, May 9, 1989. 

93/ Report at B-13. 

iii 19 u.s.c. I 1677(7)(F)(ii). 
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Draftirg Mac:hlnes an:l Parts '!hereof fran Japan 
Inv. No. 731-TA-432 (Preliminary) 

May 22, 1989 

I join in the Views of the cmnnission as far as they go. I am 

troubled, however, by the majority's treatment of the causation issue. '!he 

statute govemin;J preliminary detenninations requires an affi.mative 

detennination if the Cbrmnission fims "a reasonable i.rxli.cation that an 

irrlustry in the united states" is materially injure.cl or threatened with 

material injury "by reason of imports of the merchaniise which is the 

subject of the investigation. "Y '!he courts have inteq:>reted this lan;JUage 

to require an affi.mative determination lD'll.ess "the recx:>ni as a whole 

contains clear an:l oonvincirg evidence that there is no material injury or 

threat of material injury. ".Y As I have noted in prior investigations, the 

preliminary detennination staroard calls for a two-step i.rquiry: whether 

the recx:>ni discloses a "reasonable.i.rxtication" that the danestic irrlustry 

is materially injure.cl (or threatened with materia). injury) ''by reason of" 

the subject . imports, an:l whether the recx:>ni establishes by ovezwhellninJ 

evidence that the "reasonable i.rxli.cation" would not meet the higher 

evidentiai:y burden of a final investigation.y 

'!he Views of the camnission provide an adequate explanation of why· 

Resporrlent's arguments regardirq alternative causes of the irrlustry's 

]j 19 U.$.C. § 1671b(a) • 

.Y Anerican Iamb v. united states, 785 F.2d 994, 1001 (Fed. Cir. 1986) • 

.V See New steel Rails fran canada, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-297 an:l 731-TA-422 
(Preliminary), USI'IC Pub. 2135 (November 1988) at 55-68 (Views of Actirg 
Cl1ainnan Brunsdale). 
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corrlition do not satisfy the seconi step of this irq.riry. In smn, the 

camnission does not have sufficient infonnation to verify Resporrlent's 

arguments at this time.y However, the majority does not treat the first 

step of this in:}uiry, that is, whether the record reveals a "reasonable 

irrlication" of material injw:y. I do not believe that, tn'rler the statute 

arrl prevailirr;J judicial :inte.J::pretations, uncertainty over Resporrlent' s 

explanations for the state of the in::lustry can establish. the affinnative 

case called for in the statute . .2/ 

'!he evidence suwcrtirq an affinnative detennination in this 

investigat]pn is limited. '1he so-called "trerrls" in this case do not 

support an affinnative detennination. 'lhe U.S .• market for draftirg 

machines is mature arrl relatively stable. While the absolute size of the 

market has waned durirg the period of investigation, the Resporrlent's share 

of the domestic market has remained fairly constant • .§/ '1he fortunes of the 

y See Electrolytic Marqcmese Dioxide from Greece, Irelarrl arrl Japan, Inv. 
Nos. 731-TA-406-408 (Preliminary), USI'R:: Pl.lb. 2097 (July 1987) (Additional 
Views of Vice Olainnan Brunsdale arrl a:ttimissioners Ll.ebeler arrl cass) • 

.21 In:ieed, if this were the ~' then evidence regardirg the :i.np:>rts 
urrler investigation would be superfluous in any preliminary investigation • 

.§/ In:ieed, the majority concedes at several points that it views the 

.Japanese market share as itself a basis for an affinnative preliminary 
determination. See Views of the Camnission, ~' at 16 ("[W]e detenni.ne 
that the market share aCXXJlllrt:ed for by :inp)rts of large draftirg machines 
throughout the period of ·investigation is significant arrl is probative of a 
causal link between imports arrl the material injw:y beirgs experienced by 
the domestic in::lustry"). I cannot agree with ·the view that the existence 
of :illlports with a certain market share is ever itself sufficient to suwcrt 
an affinnative detennination, even with the lower evidentiary burden in a 
preliminary detennination. 
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the domestic imustrY, therefore, cannot be attributed tO an increasin:J 

penetration of the ilrports umer investigation.y 

'!he record establishes a "reasonable irrlication" of material injury_ 

''by reason of" the subject ilrports only if one is willin:J to take into 

acxnmt the fact that the ilrports are dl.mped am that, carpared to sane 

"fair" price, are un:lersellin:J the domestic product or suwressin:J prices 

in the domestic market. I have lorg advocated the use of the dumpin:J 

margins calculated by the Ccmnerce Department as a reasonable measure of 

the gap between the dl.mped price am the fair price.y Only by lookirg at 

the dumpin:J margin in this investigation can one assert with any reason 

that the ilrports have had an inpact on the domestic irrlustry over the 

period of investigation. 

~titioner alleges dumpirg margins ran;Jin;J from 107 to 189 percent. 

Illrpin:J margins in this ran;Je, if confimed by the Department of camnerce, 

would irrlicate a great disparity between the actual price of the subject 

ilrports am the price that would prevail in the absence of dumpirg. 

Petitioner's proffer of evidence regardirg this price gap, combined with 

the strorg am persistent presence of the subject,ilrports in the danestic 

~ket, constitutes a "reasonable in:lication" that the imports have had a 

. material impact on the domestic irrlustry. 

Y Furtherm:>re, the majority readily concedes that the aneaiotal price data 
in this investigation lack any probative value~ See Views of the 
Commission, ~' at 17, 18. 

Y See Internal canbustion Ergi.ne Forklift Trucks from Japan, Ihv. No. 731-
TA-377 (Final)' USI'IC Pub. 2082 (May 1988) at 85 (Additional Views of Vice 
Chainnan Brunsdale) ("in the absence of convincin:J evidence to the 
rontraJ::y, I generally assume that the -weighted average dumpin:J margin 
directly translates into a price advantage for dl.mped imports relative to 
what their prices would have been if.they had been fairly traded"). 
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Because I agree with the majority that Respon:lent's asserted 

altenlative causes, thaJgh entirely plausible, are not substantiated 

sufficiently on this preliminary :record to warrant tez:mination of the 

investigation, I find that an affinnative preliminary detennination is proper. 
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN RONALD A. CASS 

Drafting Machines and Parts Thereof from Japan 
Inv. No. 731-TA-432 

(Preliminary) 

I concur with the Commission's determinations in this 

investigation, finding (1) that there is a reasonable indication 

that the domestic industry producing drafting machines (and parts 

thereof) other than portable drafting machines ("standard 

drafting machines") is suffering material injury by reason of 

alleged less than fair value ("LTFV") imports of drafting 

machines and parts thereof .from Japan and (2) that there is no 

reasonable indication that the domestic industry producing 

portable drafting machines has been materially injured .by reason 

of such imports. I join the Commission's discussion of the like 

product issue, of the possible threat of injury to a domestic 

industry from the subject imports, and of the condition of the 

domestic industry to the extent that it accurately summarizes 

information .relevant to my disposition of this investigation. I 

offer these Additional Views because the analysis that I employ 

in assessing whether there is sufficient reason to believe that 

LTFV imports caused material injury to a domestic industry 

differs in certain respects from that reflected in the Views of 

the Commission. 
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I. DOMESTIC LIKE PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY 

While I agree with the Commission's description of the 

products at issue, I draw somewhat different conclusions. 

I agree that standard drafting machines are not sufficiently like 

portable drafting machines to constitute a single like product 

category. Given the statutory definition of like product in 

terms of similarity to the subject imports, I believe it best 

here to find the domestic like product consists solely of 

standard, not portable drafting machines. By finding two like 

products are like the imports and are not quite like the products 

actually imported, we give too much weight to the nominal 

description of the scope of this investigation, and too little 

weight to the factual indicia of its actual scope. In the 

qpsence of evidence that any portable drafting machines are among 

the imports under investigation, I would find one like product 

here consisting solely of standard drafting machines. That said, 

~s the majority has found two different like products, I have 

examined the effects of the subject imports on both. Doing so, I 

concur in both of the majority's determinations regarding the 

imports' effects on the two industries producing those products. 

II. LEGAL STANDARD GOVERNING DISPOSITION 
OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 

On several other occasions,i/ I have discussed the legal 

ii ~. ~. Certain Telephone Systems from Japan, Korea and 
Taiwan, USITC Pub. 2156, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-426-28 (Preliminary) 
53-63 (Feb. 1989) (Additional Views of Commissioner Cass) ("Phone 
Systems"); Generic C~phalexin Capsules from Canada, USITC Pub. 
2143, Inv. No. 731-TA-433 (Preliminary) 39-45 (Dec. 1988) 
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standard that controls disposition of preliminary investigations 

under Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930.2/ I do not believe 

extended discussion of that issue is warranted here. I believe, 

however, that certain aspects of the applicable standard should 

be kept in mind in considering what disposition-is appropriate in 

this investigation. 

First, to support an aff1rmative determination, there must 

be record evidence indicating that· th~~ injury necessary to 

imposition of antidumping duties -- material injury by reason of 

the alleged LTFV imports -- occurred or is imminent.1/ Second, 

less evidence is required to make the r~quisite showing of injury 

in a prelimi~ary investigation than in a final investigation.~/ . . 

Third, we must consider all of the evidence before us, not just 

the evidence offered in support of an affirmative determination, 

in deciding whether such a showing has been made.2/ Fourth, in 

weighing conflicting evidence, we should not dismiss evidence 

(Dissenting Views of Commissioner cas s) ( "Cephalexin Capsules" ) ; 
New Steel Rails from Canada, USITC Pub. 2135, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-
297, 731-TA-422 (Preliminary) 19-31 (Nov. 1988) (Additional Views 
of Commissioner Cass) ("New Steel Rails") . 

21 The standard is codified at 19 u.s.c. ·§ 1671b(a) 
(countervailing duty investigations) ·and at 19 u.s.c. 
§ 1673b(a) (antidumping investigations). 

11 Where, as here, the domestic industry producing the like 
product is well-established, material retardation is not at issue. 

~/ ~. ~. Phone Systems, supra, at 54-55; New Steel Ra~ls, 
supra, .at 21. · 

21 s.e.e. American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994· (Fed. 
Cir. 1986). 
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supporting a factual inference necessary to an affirmative 

determination unless contrary evidence is offered that clearly is 

more probative or more credible.Q/ Finally, the absence of 

evidence necessary to an affirmative finding of injury from LTFV 

imports does not necessarily indicate that a negative 

determination is appropriate. Rather, we must consider the 

present lack of such evidence in light of the likelihood that in 

a final determination evidence might be developed that would 

support an affirmative decision.]_/ 

'' 

III. REASONABLE INDICATION OF INJURY 
BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS 

Title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the statute 

that governs antidumping and countervailing investigations, 

contemplates that, in evaluating whether there is a reasonable 

indication that a domestic industry has suffered material injury 

by reason of LTFV imports, the Commission will not make a 

freestanding inquiry into the condition of the relevant domestic 

industry. Rather, in assessing the effects of LTFV imports, we 

must compare· the condition of the domestic industry to the 

conditions that would have existed had there not been LTFV 

Q/ .I.d..... The court's phrase for such evidence is "clear and 
convincing". 

]_/ Id. 
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imports._a/ Title VII directs the Commission, in assessing the 

causation of injury by dumped imports, to 

"consider, among other factors --
(i) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is 

the subject of the investigation, 
(ii) the effect of imports of that merchandise on 

prices in the United States for like products, and 
(iii) the impact of imports of such merchandise on 

doi:nestic producers of like products . . . . "52.../ 

The statute goes on to spell out these three factors with greater 

particularity. 

Although the statutory text does not identify all of the 

factors relevant to an assessment of whether dumped imports have 

materially injured a domestic industry,1..Q./ the factors that are 

listed in the statute and the order. in which they are listed 

suggest the essential elements of the inquiry that we are to 

undertake. First, we are to examine the volumes of imports of 

the merchandise under investigation. The absolute volumes of 

imports, their magnitude relative to domestic sales of the 

competing "like product", and the extent to which import volumes 

changed as a result of dumping are all relevant to assessment of 

the effect of LTFV imports on the domestic industry. The change 

in import volumes brought about by dumping, in turn, will be 

_a; ~. ~. 3.5" Microdisks and Media Therefor from Japan, 
USITC Pub. 2076, Inv. No. 731-TA-389 (Preliminary) (Additional 
Views of Commissioner Cass) (April 1988); Phone Systems, supra. 

52...I ·~ 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (B). 

1..Q./ Indeed, . the statute explicitly di·rects the Commission to 
consider all economic factors relevant to determining whether a 
domestic industry has been materially injured by reason of 
unfairly traded imports. See 19 ~.s.c. § 1677(7) (C). 
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closely related to, and in large part a function of, changes in 

the prices of the imports that occurred as a result of dumping·. 

Second, we must determine how the LTFV imports affected prices, 

and concomitantly sales, of the domestic like product. Finally, 

we must evaluate the extent to which the changes in demand for 

the domestic like product that were caused by dumping affected 

the financial performance and condition.of the domestic industry 

and the level and terms of employment· in the domestic 

industry . .ll/ 

Title VII, as amended by the Omnibus· Trade and· 

Competitiveness Act of 1988 ,· instructs the Commission to consider 

explicitly and state its conclusions on the factors that form the. 

pasis for each of these three inquiries.12/ In considering these 

factors, we also must consider the particular dynamics of the 

ll/ Of course: the Commission must also evaluate whether these 
effects are "material" within the meaning of the statute. This 
assessment is, in some sense, a fourth part of our inquiry. See 
Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from Japan, 
USITC Pub. 2150, Inv. No. 731-TA-390 (Final), 117-19 (Jan. 1989) 
(Concurring and Dissenting Views of Commissioner Cass). 

i2/ ~Pub. L. No. 100-418, § 1328(1), 102 Stat. 1107, 1205 
(codified as 19 u.s.c. § 1677 (7) (B) (ii)). 

I have explained in detail in other opinions pow the three
part inquiry that I employ considers the specific factors listed 
in the statute as well as certain other economic factors relevant 
to an assessment of the impact of unfairly traded imports on the 
domestic industry producing the like product. See, ~. New 
Steel Rails, supra, at 35-37; Cephalexin Capsules, supra, at 56-
58. 
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relevant industries and markets.1]_/ The three inquiries outlined 

above are undertaken in light of these guidelines in the 

succeeding sections.of these Views. 

A. Standard Drafting Machines and Parts Thereof 

In this investigation, I have made an affirmative 

determination respecting standard drafting machines. I have made 
.. 

this determination.in large part· on the basis of the data 

collected by the Commission·. staff. I· have also carefully 

considered the arguments that were made to us by the parties to 

this proceeding, but I. found:.in this investigation that they 

added little to the information otherwise available to us. The 

parties failed entirely to address· certain issues that the 

Commission· has normally regarded as highly relevant to an 

assessment of the. impact of LTFV imports on the domestic 

industry, including, inter alia, -the extent to which domestic 

consumers treat.the subject imports as a close substitute for the 

domestic like product, information that is critical to 

understanding the effects of imports on domestic prices and 

sales. Should this case return to us in a final investigation, I 

hope that the parties will pay greater attention to this issue, 

as well as various other relevant issues mentioned elsewhere in 

these Views. 

1. Volume and Prices of LTFV Imports· 

1.l/ ~new Section 771(C) (iii) (IV) of the statute (codified at 
19 u.s.c. § 1677(C) (iii)). See also s. Rep. No. 71, lOOth Cong., 
1st Sess. 117 (1987). 
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During the period covered by our investigation, the volume 

of the subject imports dropped [*************]. In 1986, 

[******] drafting machines were imported from Japan.14/ In 1987, 

only [******] Japanese machines were imported.-12./ In 1988, the 

volume of imports dropped again, to [ *. * * * * * J uni ts .1.Q./ 

The value-measured import data present ·a similar picture.11./ 

In 1986, the value of drafting machines and parts thereof 

imported from Japan amounted to approximately$[***********] . .la/ 

In 1987, the value of these imper.ts was only about $ [*** 

*********] . .1.9./ In 1988 the value was even lower -- approximately 

$ C * * * * * * * * * * * J • ·2 o I 

Nevertheless, the record evidence before us in this 

preliminary.investigation suggests at least a.colorable basis for 

an inference that the vol.umes of the subject imports increased 

[*************] and the prices of those imports declined 

[*~***********] as a result of the dumping alleged by Petitioner. 

According to Petitioner, the Japanese imports were sold in the 

14/ Report at A-23, Table 11. 

11./ The value data also better measure the volume of imports· 
because, unlike the quantity data, they reflect the imports of 
drafting machines parts that are also covered by this investigation . 

.la/ Report at A-23, Table 11. 

li/ Id. 

20/ Id. 
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U.S. market at prices reflecting dumping margins ranging from 

107% to as much as 189%.21./ These allegations cannot be taken at 

face value, qowever. In its notice of initiation of this 

invest~gation; the Commerce Department stated that it·found that 

certain adjustments made by Petitioner to Respondent's U.S. sales 

prices and the ~oreign market value of the subject imports were 

unsubstantiated. 22/· "Accordingly, Commerce recalculated these 

values and determined that the average dumping margin alleged in 

the Petition was 73%. -~ in other words, less than the lowest 

margin alleged in the Petition. 

In prel~minary investigations such as this one, the alleged 

margin, as recalculated by Commerce, is·the best evidence 

available to us and I believe that -we are generally required to 

accept it as such. The legislative history of the Trade 

Agreements Act of 1979 spec;:ifies .tpat, in preliminary 

investigations· in antidumping cases .. the Commission "will be 

guided by the description of the allegation of the margin of 

dumping contained in the petition or as modified.by ... 

[Commerce]".2.J./ I do not discern any basis in the record upon 

which we might depart from that general rule. Accordingly, we 

must assume, for the purpos~s of this proceeding, that the 

2.1/ I.d... at A-7~ 

22/ International Trade Administration, Initiation of Antidumping 
Duty Investigation; Drafting Machines and Parts Thereof from 
Japan, 54 Fed. Reg .. 19424 (May 5, 1989). See Report at B-5. 

111 Statements of Administrative Action, Trade Agreements Act of 
1979, at 415. 
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subject imports were sold in the U.S. market at an average 

dumping margin of 73%. 

In most cases, the actual decrease in the price of subject 

imports that occurs consequent to dumping will be less than the 

amount of the dumping margin.24/ In cases such as this one, 

where the alleged dumping margins reflect an assertion that the 

subject foreign producers/exporters have charged a lower price 

for their product in the United States than the price that they 

have charged in their home market (or another foreign market used 

as the surrogate for the home market) , the actual decrease in the 

U.S. price of the subject imports that occurred consequent to 

dumping will be only a fractional percentage of the dumping 

margin.2..5_/ This percentage, in turn, will be in large measure a 

function of the proportion of the total sales of the subject 

foreign producer(s) in the U.S. and the exporter's home market 

(or other surrogate foreign market) that is accounted for by 

sales in the home market.26/ 

24/ ~Phone Systems, supra, at 75. 

25/ For a description of the manner in which the alleged dumping 
margins were calculated, ~ Petition at 8-10. 

£&/ ~. ~. Certain All-Terrain Vehicles from Japan, USITC 
Pub. 2163, Inv. No. 731-TA-388 (Final) 58-60 (March 1989) 
(Additional Views of Commissioner Cass); Granular 
Polytetrafluoroethylene Resin from Japan and the Netherlands, 
USITC Pub. 2112, Inv, Nos. 731-TA-385 and 386 (Final) 74 (Aug. 
1988) (Additional Views of Commissioner Cass); Certain Bimetallic 
Cylinders from Japan, USITC Pub. 2080, Inv. No. 731-TA-383 
(Final) 44 (May 1988) (Additional Views of Commissioner Cass). 

In reality, an estimate of the decrease in the price of the 
dumped product that is derived in this fashion will be somewhat 
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Respondent's s.ales of. drafting machines in its home market 

have consistently and substantially outweighed its sales of such 

products in the United States. 27 I According-ly, in this. 

investigatiqh, the,record evid~nce indicates that dumping caused 

the price of the subject· imports to decline by a substantial 

percentage of the dumping margin. 

For reasons discussed. in more detail below, I must also 

·conclude that it is possible, although by no means ~ertain .• that 

the decreases in tl:le price of the subject imports that pccurred 

as a result of the alleged .dumping also produced.significant 

increases in volumes and sales of the subj e.ct imports.. The 

extent to which. decreases in the prices of the sub) ect .imports' 
- . 

produce increases in the sales of those products is,- in large 

measure, a function of the degree to which the imported proquct 

is substitutable for the domestic like product. As set forth in 

the following section of these Views, although the r.ecord.on t~is. 

is~ue is anything but well-developed, there is record evidence 

overstated as it represents an approximate upper bound of that 
decrease. For a thorough explication of this subject, ~ Office 
of Economics, Assessing the Effects on the Domestic Industry of 
Price Dumping, USITC Memorandum EC-L-149 at. 1, n. 1, 13, 19-:-21 
(May 10, 1988). A more accurate statement of the effects of 
dumping on import prices also may require some adjustment to 
reflect the fact that dumping margins are calculated on an ex
factory, rather than final sales price, basis. However, the 
evidence that would be necessary to make such an adjustment is 
not contained in the record here. 

27/ Throughout the period covered by our investigation,. 
Respondent's sales of drafting machines in Japan accounted for 
[**.***]% of its total sales of such products in the United States 
and Japan combined. .s..e.e. Report at A-21, Table 10. 
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consistent with an inference that the imported and domestic 

products are reasonably close substitutes. 

2. Prices and Sales of the Domestic Like Product 

The second statutory inquiry into injury caused by LTFV 

imports builds on the first. It asks, in light of the changes in 

the volumes and prices of the subject imports that occurred as a 

result of the alleged dumping, what changes occurred in prices 

and sales of the domestic like product? In this investigation, 

the record evidence suggests that there is at least a reasonable 

possibility that these effects could have been significant. 

In evaluating the effects of subject imports on domestic 

prices and sales, it.is necessary to have some understa11ding of 

the markets for the domestic and imported products, especially 

the manner in which consumers' reactions affect these markets. 

In particular, the ~ffect of imports on the domestic like 

product's prices and sales is critically affected by the evidence 

bearing: ·on three issues: the share of the domestic market held by 

the subject imports; _the degree to which consumers see the 

imported and domestic like products as similar (the 

substitutability of the subject imports and the domestic like 

product) ; and the degree to which domestic consumers change their 

purchasing decisions for these products based ·on variations in 

the prices of those products. The evidence bearing on each of 

these three issues is examined in turn. 

Throughout the period covered by our investigation, the 

subject imports had a significant .share of the domestic market. 
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The imports' market share fluctuated in a narrow range on both a 

quantity-measured basis and a value-measured basis. In 1986, the 

market share of the subject imports measured by quantity and 

value, was [**]%and [**]%, respectively.28/ In 1987, market 

penetration was [********] higher: [**]% by quantity and [**]% by 

value . .£2./ In 1988, import market penetration dropped.[********]; 

the subject imports accounted for [**]% of domestic consumption 

measured by quantity and [**]%measured by value.J..Q./ We do not 

have data for the early part of this year, but the parties have 

not argued, and the record does. not otherwise suggest, that 

import market penetration was significantly different during this 

period than it was during the preceding three years. 

The .. evidence concerning the other two important categories 

of facts relevant to imports' effects on domestic prices and 

sales is incomplete. The record does not ·clearly establish 

whether the subject imports are, in fact, close substitutes for 

domestically produced drafting machines; the parties offered 

virtually no evidence bearing on this issue. There are 

indications in the record that the features offered on imported 

drafting machines may differ from those offered on domestic 

machines in certain respects,.Jl./ but there is no meaningful 

2..6./ Report at A-24, Table 13. 

29/ IQ.._ 

J..Q./ IQ.._' 

11./ ~Report at A-27. 
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indication as to the prevalence or significance of such 

differences. Moreover, Petitioner argued, without contradiction 

from Respondent, that price is more important than product 

features to high volume purchasers . ..J.2./ The record does not 

clearly establish whether consumers perceive any quality or other 

differences between the imported and domestic like products that 

do not relate to the features offered on the various models of 

the imported and domestic like products. The comparability of 

the quantity-measured and dollar-measured shares of the domestic 

market held by the imports might be thought to suggest that, as a 

class, the imports are comparable to the other competing 

products, including the domestic like product; This inference, 

however, is by no means a strong one. Although the record 

evidence before us respecting the substitutability of the 

imported and domestic like products is sparse, at best, it does 

not appear that the substitutability of domesticaily made 

drafting machines for the subject imports product is so limited 

as to negate any reasonable possibility that the dumping of the 

subject imports had a significant adverse effect on prices and 

sales of the domestic like product . .ll/ 

The evidence is similarly inconclusive on the extent to 

which domestic consumers' demand for drafting machines responds 

.32./ Petitioner's Postconference Brief at 21 . 

..3..l/ For reasons explained infra, this is, however, not at all 
true of the evidence respecting the substitutability of 
domestically produced portable drafting machines for the subject 
imports. 
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to changes in the price of that product. On the record as it now 
' 

stands, the most that might be offered are intuitive judgments on 

this issue. In any final investigation, I would hope that the 

parties would ~ay serious attention to that issue, for I believe 

that it is especially significant in light of the recently 

enacted amendments to Title VII that require us to take into · 

account the particular dynamics of the relevant industries and 

markets . .JA./ 

In sum, then, the evidence in this investigation on several 

important issues relating to imports' effects on prices and sales 

of the domestic like product is far from complete. The best .. 

evidence that is available to us suggests, however, at. lea~t the 

reasonable.possibility that the alleged dumping might have had a. 

significant effect on domestic prices and sales .. Given this 

evidence; together with a realistic pr_osp~ct that a final 

investigation might develop further evidence to support such an 

inference, there is, in my view, a reasonable indication that the 

alleged LTFV imports had a significant effect on_ prices_ and sales 

of the domestic like product. 

3. Investment and Employment 

The data on employment and investment returns in the 

domestic industry that we have collected· in this preliminary 

investigation are essentially consistent with, but do not offer 

strong independent support for, the inference that there is a 

.JA.I ~ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(C) (iii) 
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reasonable indication that the alleged dumping has caused 

material injury to the domestic industry producing standard 

drafting machines. Petitioner's recent financial·performance has 

been [***********]. During the last two years, for example, 

Petitioner reported [**~*******] operating [******] on its 

drafting machine operations -- [******************************** 

* * * * * * *· * * * *··* * * * *· * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ] • .15./ 

Petitioner's capital expenditures and research and development 

outlays in 1988, the most recent period for which data are 

available, were [**"'***********] than in the earlier periods 

covered by· our inv~stigation . ..lQ./ These data, on thei~.face, 

appear consistent with Petitioner's claim that it is [********' 

**********·******].TI/ 

On the other hand,· Respondent claims that Petitioner's 

reported financial data reflect ·little more than the fact that 

Petitioner has been [****************************************** 

*************************************************************** 

* * * * * * * * * *] .J.B./ According to Respona'e·nt I if these items were 

removed from Petitioner's financial data, it would become readily 

apparent that Petitioner was, in reality, quite profitable in 

.15./ Report at A-15, Table 8. 

J..2./ .Ida.. at A-17. 

J:J.../ ~Petitioner's Postconference Brief at 14-15 . 

.18./ ~ Comments Filed on Behalf of Mutch Industries, Ltd. and 
Mutch America, Inc. on Proprietary Business Information at 6-7. 
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1988 . ..3..2./ This contention is not refuted by any of the other 

evidence now before us. 

The conflicting interpretations of the financial data that 

have been offered by the parties illustrate the dangers inherent 

in any attempt to base conclusions respecting the impact of LTFV 

imports on domestic industry on financial or employment data 

viewed in isolation. Many divergent forces, most of which have 

nothing to do with LTFV imports, will invariably affect a firm's 

financial data, its employment level_s and other related indicia 

of the performance of domestic industry. Without some 

understanding of the· manner in which the subject imports affected 

prices and sales of the domestic like product, it is difficult, 

if not impossible, to offer any meaningful conclusions concerning 

the m~mner in which dumping may have affected the industry's 

perforro~nce. Thus, in determining that there is a reasonable 

indication .that LTFV imports have caused material injury to the 

domestic industry producing standard drafting machines, I have 

considered, but not attached great weight to, the available 

financial. data .. 

The.ayailable employment data are, if anything, even more 

ambiguous. Total employment in the domestic industry and hours 

wo~ked remained essentially unchanged over the period covered by 

our investigation . .!.Q./ Hourly wages, on the other hand, rose 

i.Q,/ Report at A-13 •. Table 6. 
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[************] .41/ such data certainly do not provide any 

support for an inference that dumping caused material injury to 

the domestic industry. By the same token, these data, taken 

alone, surely do not outweigh other record evidence that does 

provide a reasonable indication of injury by reason of LTFV 

imports. 

4. ·Conclusion 

Based on all of the record evidence before us -

particularly the evidence respecting the effects that the alleged 

dumping had on the volume and price of the subje~t imports, and 

concomitantly, prices and sales of the domestic like product I 

find that there is a reasonable indication that the domestic 

industry producing standard drafting machines.has been materially 

injured by reason of LTFV imports from Japan. Given the paucity 

of the evidence that is available to us on certain key issues, 

this is, however, the strongest statement that can be made 

respecting the effects of these imports on the industry. 

B. Portable Drafting Machines 

In this investigation, I have determined that there is not a 

reasonable indication that LTFV imports have caused material 

injury to the domestic industry producing portable drafting 

machines. The issues relevant to an assessment of' this question 

are similar to those involved in evaluating the impact of the 

alleged LTFV imports on the domestic industry producing standard 
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drafting machines; ·however, for the reasons explained below, the 

relevant evidence on those· issues compels a different conclusion 

for the industry producing portable drafting machines than is 

appropriate for the industry making standard drafting machines. 

1. Volumes and Price of Subject Imports 

During the period covered by our investigation, IlQ imports 

of portable drafting machines from Japan· were'reported.421 

Indeed, it appears that such machines are simply not produced in 

Japan.DI 

This does not· mean, however, that the alleged LTFV imports 

that are the·subject of this investigation necessarily did not 

cause·injury to the domestic industry that produces portable 

drafting machines. As previously discussed, the record evidence 

indicates the reasonable possibility that the alleged dumping 

could have produced significantly increased volumes of imports of 

standard draftin~ machines at significantly decreased prices. If 

imports of standard drafting machines were substitutable to a 

significant extent for domestically produced portable drafting 

machines, increased volumes of imports of standard drafting 

machines at.decreased prices could have caused material injury to 

·the domestic industry producing the portable machines. This 

plainly was not the case, for there is no significant degree of 

substitutab~lity between standard drafting machines (from 

421 Report at A-6. 

ill .Id... 
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whatever source, foreign or domestic) and the portable machines 

produced in the United States. That issue is discussed further 

below. 

2. Prices and Sales of the Domestic Like Product 

As the Commission stated.in deter~ining that portable 

drafting machines are a like product separate from standard 

drafting machines, there is no apparent competition between 

standard and portable drafting machines.44/ I will not repeat 

here all of the points that the Commission made in-the context of 

its discussion of the like product issue. The essential point is 

simply that, although the physical characteristics of the two 

types of machines are similar in certain respects,45/ Petitioner 

argues, and the record suggests, that consumers simply do not 

view standard drafting machines as substitutable for portable .. 

drafting machines, or vice versa.~/ Portable drafting machines 

are much smaller, are not nearly as accurate as standard drafting 

machines, and portables do not have the same minute resolution 

capabilities.47/ Unlike standard machines, portable drafting 

machines can only be used on horizontal surfaces . .4..a,/ Portable 

drafting machines are, in short, as Petitioner argues and as 

44/ ~ Views of the Commission at 12 . 

.4..5./ ~ ~ 

~/ .I.Q_,_ at 12-13. 

47/ Report at A-5-A-6. 

48/ .I.d..._ at A-6. 
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their name suggests.-, used only when portability is. required. ill 

For the vast majority of uses in which standard drafting machines 

are employed, portable drafting~machines are, therefore, not 

readily viewed as substitutable for a standard machine.20,/ 

·conversely, standard machines, because they are not portable, are 

generally not·sµited for the applications in which the portable 

mach:j..nes are used. Accordingly, al though· there is a reasonable 

possibil.ity that the alleged LTFV- imports had a significant 

effect on prices and sales of domestically produced standard 

drafting machines, . it is· plain tha·t these imports did not have a 

significant effect on either prices or sales of portable drafting 

machines made in the United States. 

3. Investment and·Employment 

.. The investment. and'. emproyment. :data compiled by the·· 

Commission f·or the domestic industry producing portable drafting 

machines contain [*:.***·***********·**].with the other- record · 

evidence suggesting that the alleged LTFV imports subject to this 

investigation had no significant impact on that industry. It is 

important that such data be viewed with care and in the context 

of the other information that is available to us respecting the 

effects of the LTFV imports in·question. With that caveat in 

mind, it should be noted that the financial data for the portable 

machine drafting machine industry are [**************]. In this 

49/ ~Petitioner's Postconference Brief at 6. See gl.§Q Tr; 20, 
41. 
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investigation, the financial data reveal that the domestic 

portable drafting machine industry recorded [***************** 

**********************] in 1988, the most recent period covered 

by our investigation . .5..1/ The employment data [*************** 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *· * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *] ; total employment 
/ 

in that industry is [******************************************** 

************************************************************** 

********] .22./ It is,· in any event, apparent that the available 

employment data,· like the:financial data, provide no support for 

an inference that LTFV imports may have materially injured the 

domestic industry. 

4. Conclusion 

.For the foregoing reasons, I havE! determined that there is 

no reasonable indication that the domestic industry producing 

portable drafting machines has been materially injured by ~he 

alleged LTFV imports from Japan that are the subject of this 

.investigation . 

.5..1/ Report at B-13, Table B-3. 

52/ ~ 1.d.i.. at B-13, Table B-1. 
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION 

Introduction 

On April·7, 1989, petitions were filed with the U.S. International Trade 
Commission (Commission) and the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce) by Vemco 
Corp., San Dimas, CA, alleging that an industry in the United States is 
materially injured and threatened with material injury by reason of imports from 
Japan of drafting machines and parts thereof 1/ that are alleged to be sold in 
the United States at less than fair value (LTFV). Accordingly, effective April 
7, 1989, the Commission instituted antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-432 
(Preliminary), under section 733 of the Tariff Act of 1930, to determine whether 
there is a reasonable indic~tion that an industry. in the United States is 
materially injured or threatened with material injury, or the establishment of 
an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of 
such merchandise into the United States. · 

The statute directs the Commission to make its preliminary determination 
within 45 days after receipt of the petition or, in this case, by May 22, 1989. 
Notice of the institution of this investigation and of a conference to be held 
in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the Office 
of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by 
publishing the notice in the Federal Register of April 13, 1989 (54 F.R. 14875). 
Commerce published its notice of initiation in the Federal Register of May 5, 
1989. Z/ The Commission held a public conference on April 28, 1989, at which 
time all interested parties were allowed to present information and data for 
consideration by the Commission. ll The Commission voted on this investigation 
on May 17, 1989. 

The Product 

Description and uses 

A drafting machine is a manual device primarily used in constructing a line 
of predetermined length either through a single point at a predetermined angle 
with respect to one base line, or alternatively, through a pair of predetermined 
points. The operation of the machine involves aligning perpendicularly situated 
scales (or rulers) at a variety of angles anywhere on a drawing surface with the 

1/ For the purpose of this.investigation, the term "drafting machines" refers to 
track and elbow-type drafting machines, whether finished, unfinished, assembled, 
unassembled, or drafting machine kits. The term "parts" includes, but is not 
limited to, horizontal and vertical tracks, parts of horizontal and vertical 
tracks, band-and-pulley mechanisms, protractor heads, and parts of protractor 
heads, destined for use in drafting machines. Accessories, such as parallel 
rulers, lamps, and scales are not subject to this investigation. If imported, 
such goods are provided for in subheadings 9017.10.00 and 9017.90.00 of the 
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States. 
ZI Copies of the Commission's and Commerce's Federal Register notices are 
presented in app. A. 
ll A list of witnesses who appeared at the conference is presented in app. B. 
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use of a protractor head, which allows angles to be set and read, and lines to 
be drawn at a predetermined angle. Three main operations are involved in the 
use of a drafting machine: parallel motion of the protractor head, base-line 
setting, and angle setting. 

Drafting machines are used for lineal graphic presentation by a variety of 
users. These include, in part: draftsmen, engineers, students, architects, 
navigators, designers, and graphic artists. 

Every drafting machine consists of a protractor head, which is used in 
setting angles. However, parallel movement of the protractor head on a board or 
other drawing surface is achieved through two different types of mechanisms: 
the track drafting machine and the band-and-pulley (elbow-type) drafting 
machine. These two types of drafting machines are illustrated in figure 1. 

Track drafting machine.--The track drafting machine is newer, generally 
larger, more versatile, and more expensive than the band-and-pulley drafting 
machine. The major components are horizontal track (including horizontal 
carriage and clamps), vertical track (including vertical track bracket, vertical 
carriage, and support roller), and protractor head, which attaches to the 
vertical carriage. 

The track drafting machine is a manually operated machine, consisting of a 
protractor head assembly mounted on a carriage that glides along a vertical 
track and whose movement is controlled by a vertical brake. The vertical track 
is, in turn, mounted on a carriage that glides along the horizontal track and is 
controlled by a horizontal brake. Parallel motion of the protractor head and 
accurate orientation of the scales is, therefore, achieved by means of the two 
carriages moving in mutually perpendicular tracks. The track.drafting machine 
is normally mounted on the upper edge of a drafting board or other. drawing 
surface by means of clamps attached to the horizontal track. 

~ Band-and-pulley (elbow-type) drafting machine.--Generally smaller and less 
expensive than the track drafting machine, the band-and-pulley drafting machine 
primarily consists of upper and lower arms, tension bands, a pulley system, and 
the protractor head assembly. 

It is a single manually operated unit to be mounted by means of a clamp to 
the upper edge of a drafting board or other drawing surface, not angled more 
than 25 degrees. The upper and lower arms, tension band, and pulley linkage 
provide parallel motion and maintain accurate orientation of the protractor heac 
assembly from the clamp to the protractor head, allowing rotation at the elbow. 
Disc brakes at the elbow joint are provided to steady the lower arm on an 
inclined board. A gravity compensating adjustable counterweight may be offered 
on some models to adjust for more board tilt. 

Protractor head.--The protractor head is available in three types, 
distinguished by preference of use and price. 11 The three protractor heads 
include: digit~l, dial, and vernier. Each type accourits for * * * percent of 

1/ Transcript of the conference, p. 35. 
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Figure 1.--Ti'Pes of drafting machines 
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Track drafting machine 
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·Band-and-pulleY (elbow·-type) drattinq machine 
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. . . . . . . . . . . 

NOte.--soard and scale• are not subject to this invest>.qation. 

source: vemco corporatiO~· 
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total U.S. drafting machine conswnption, respectively. 11 The digital protrac
tor head contains a digital angle readout with a liquid crystal digital (LCD) 
display. All degree and minute settings are read from the LCD display mounted 
on the protractor head. It enables angle readout to a resolution of 5 minutes. 

The dial protractor head is a 360-degree scale divided into 5-degree 
divisions, with all finer angle reading done from an adjacent dial. The dial, 
which rotates once for every 5 degrees of angle change, also enables angle 
settings to a resolution of 5 minutes. The civil engineer's dial head, designed 
for mapping and cartographic work, is graduated by 5-degree increments both·in 
quadrants and from 0 to 360 degrees. It enables settings to 1 minute of arc. 

The vernier protractor head, the only type of protractor head currently 
produced in the United States, contains a short scale made to slide along the 1-
degree divisions of a graduated 360-degree scale for indicating 5-minute 
readings. The civil engineer's vernier head, divided to 1/2-degree increments 
both in quadrants and from 0 to 360 degrees, enables the user to set angles 
within 1 minute of arc. 

Parts of drafting machines.--For the purposes of this report, the term 
parts of drafting machines refers to major components destined for use in 
drafting machines. According to parties to the investigation, drafting machine 
parts are currently produced and exported to the United States as replacement 
parts only. Drafting machine parts accounted for**·* percent of the total 
U.S. shipments of drafting machines and parts thereof during the period of the 
investigation. · 

Manufacturing processes 21 

The U.S. producer, Vemco, * * * 

The main Japanese exporter of drafting machines to the United States, Mutch 
Industries, reports that drafting machine parts * * *· 

The track drafting machine, the band-and-pulley drafting machine, and their 
respective protractor heads undergo different and separate production processes, 
so will therefore be discussed separately. 

Track drafting machine.--The assembly of the track drafting machine 
consists of the fol.lowing primary stages. Initially, the purchased aluminum 
extrusion is cut, straightened, and laminated to form the outer X (horizontal) 
and Y (vertical) beams of the drafting machine. These beams then undergo a pre
assembly process involving the insertion of a pre-cut stainless steel track into 
the aluminum extrusion. 11 Stainless steel bearings coupled with rail carriages 

1/ Based on 1988 U.S. shipments of drafting machines as compiled from 
questionnaires received by the U.S. International Trade Commission. 
21 Information on U.S. manufacturing processes obtained through an interview 
with Vemco officials·. Information on Mutoh's manufacturing processes obtained 
from its post-conference brief. 
1/ Exceptions include Vemco's models 612 and 520, in which tapered nylon wheels 
roll on an aluminum surface. 
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are then attached to each track·. 1/ Next, the horizontal and vertical brakes, 
made of * * * components, are mounted on each track. The support roller,. 
counterweight, and vertical track bracket are a1so assembled and mounted on the 
vertical track. Horizontal mounting clamps, consisting of * * *, are attached 
to the horizontal track. 

The three main components, the horizontal track (including the horizontal 
carriage and clamps), the vertical track (including the vertical track bracket, 
vertical carriage and the support roller), and the protractor head assembly 
(which attaches to the vertical carriage), are assembled for final inspection 
and are subsequently disassembled for packaging and shipment. 

Band-and-pulley drafting machine.--The primary assembly steps for band-and
pulley drafting machines are as follows. The upper mast bracket involves the 
assembly of the flange mounting, the standard mast pulley, and the mast brake 
assembly. This assembled unit is connected to the elbow bracket assembly by 
means of the upper arm, which is composed of aluminum tubing. The lower arm 
links the elbow bracket assembly, consisting of the elbow pulley and elbow brake 
assembly, to the protractor head bracket assembly. The assembly of the 
protractor head bracket assembly involves the attachment of the head pulley, 
brake, and protractor to the plate assembly. The unit is then attached to a 
mast clamp assembly, which serves to secure the machine to the drawing surface. 
Two _continuous_ loop-welded steel bands are installed on each arm, the tension is 
adjusted, and the bands are ·ciothed in a semiflexible plastic cover. Following 
inspection, the drafting machine is then packaged and shipped as a single unit. 

Protractor head.--Assembly of the protractor head involves the attachment 
of a handle assembly to the protractor and head plate assembly, and then 
attachment of these parts to an index ring and base plate assembly. It is to 
this base plate assembly that horizontal and vertical scales are later fixed and 
aligned. In the case of the track drafting machine, the protractor head 
assembly is attached to the pivot hinge and is joined to the vertical.track by 
means of the vertical carriage. The band-and-pulley protractor head assembly, 
which contains a head pulley, is connected to the lower arm by means of the head 
bracket assembly. 

Substitute products 

Some products that are capable of performing the same task as drafting 
machines may be considered as substitutes for the types of manual qrafting 
machines Vemco produces. The most important of these substitutes are discussed 
below. Other products, such as Tee squares, parallel rulers, triangles, and 
manual protractors, may be conceivable substitute products, but are riot included 
in this discussion. 2/ 

Portable drafting system.--The.portable drafting system, produced by 
Draftette Corp., is.a small, portable drafting device used primarily by 

1/ In Mutoh's machine, a permanent magnet is fitted into the vertical track. 
21 According to the president of Vemco, such products as these may be used to 
create drawings, but they have "no significant professional drafting use," 
(Transcript of the conference, p. 21.). 

I 
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designers, engineers, draftsmen, landscapers, navigators, plant managers, 
students, and hobbyists. Though seemingly similar in appearance to the standard 
band-and-pulley drafting machine, the portable drafting system is limited in 
scope and performance capabilities. The portable drafting system, normally 
priced from $10 to $105, is much less expensive than the standard band-and
pulley drafting machine. It is produced in drawing-surface sizes ranging from 
letter size to 20" x 26" and may be permanently attached to a vinyl portfolio OI 
can be equipped with mountings for attachment to any drawing surface. The 
drawing/sketching arms, constructed of black anodized tubular aluminum, are 
lightweight and are "designed to be portable but not precisely accurate." 1/ 
Although rotation is maintained at the elbow, it is not achieved through a band
and-pulley mechanism and contains no anti~gravitational devices; therefore, its 
use is restricted to a horizontal surface. The protractor head assembly 
attached to the lower arm is a 360-degree protractor head containing no minute 
reading capabilities. 2/ 

Imports of portable drafting systems, if any, are provided for in HTS 
subheading 9017.10.00; however, reports suggest that portable drafting systems 
are not currently produced in Japan, nor are there any U.S. imports of such 
products from Japan. 1/ 

Portable drawing board.--The portable drawing board is a lightweight, 
plastic 14-3/4" x 19-1/2" board with a removable graduated straightedge for use 
in horizontal or vertical ruling. The drawing/drafting head, which may be 
purchased separately as an attachment to the straightedge, is a 90-degree 
protractor head with attached scales. It can be set a1: any degree angle with a 
locking feature in 15-degree increments, but it contains no minute readings. ~/

1 

Though possessing certain similarities in appearance to the track drafting 
machine, the portable drawing board's list price is only $70. 

Computer-aided desig~ systems.--A computer-aided design (CAD) system is an 
electronically controlled device that can perform drafting functions. It is, 
however, much more expensive than the manual drafting machine, costing from 
$20,000 to $50,000. Most CAD systems include a computer, digitizer, graphic 
screen, plotter, and software. In such a system the computer executes the 
commands of the operator, creates digitized images ·of the drawing, and 
communicates with the peripheral devices to retrieve or save the images. The 
digitizer consists of an electronic drawing board and an electronic cursor. A 
rough sketch is first attached to the drawing board, and sketches may then be 
traced over by using the electronic cursor; the revised sketch is entered into 
the computer memory. The graphic terminal is.used to create a drawing based on 
the rough sketch made by using the digitizer; the final images of the drawing 
are filed in the computer memory. The plotter is utilized to produce drawings 
on drafting paper. 

1/ Draftette sales catalog. 
21 Draftette sales catalogue suggests, "Where precision is a prime concern you 
should order a Vemco arm." 
1/ Telephone conversations held with representatives of Mutoh Industries and 
Draftette Corp. on May 8, 1989. 
~/ Koh-I-Noor sales catalog. 
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A sophisticated CAD system generally has engineering analysis capabilities 
that may include finite element analysis, such as electronic circuit element 
analysis, fatigue and stress analysis, and aerodynamics analysis. Consequently, 
a CAD system is likely to be used by an end user who has a number of similar 
"drawings, has drawings that require many changes to the original drawing, or 
needs engineering analysis capabilities. 

U.S. tariff treatment 

Drafting machines are provided for in subheading 9017.10.00 of the 
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS) 1/ under the.heading that 
includes drafting tables and machines, whether or not automatic. Parts of 
drafting machines are provided for in HTS subheading 9017.90.00. The most
favored-nation (MFN) or column 1 general rate of duty is 4.9 percent ad valorem, 
applicable to imports from Japan and most other countries. 11 Prior to this 
year, drafting machines and parts thereof were classified in item 710.8025 of 
the former Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated (TSUSA). 

The Nature and Extent of Alleged Sales at LTFV 

In comparing U.S. and Japan prices, the petitioner alleges that drafting 
machines from Japan are being sold in the United States at LTFV margins on 
individual models ranging from 107 percent to 189 percent. ll These margins 
were calculated by examining 11 models of drafting machines from Japan. !/ The 
petition states that margins on the selected models were calculated by the 
petitioner using current price lists and adjustments were made for discounts, 
merchandise differences, and incidental costs such as those for freight, duty, 
~nsurance, U.S. warehousing, and U.S. sales force expense. 

1/ The HTS replaced the previous Tariff Schedules of the United States effective 
Jan. 1, 1989. Chs. 1 through 97 are based upon the internationally adopted · 
Harmonized Conunodity Description and Coding System through the 6-digit level of 
product description, with additional U.S. product subdivisions at the 8-digit 
level. Chs. 98 and 99 contain special U.S. classification provisions and 
temporary rate provisions, respectively. 
l/ The rates of duty in rate col. 1 general of the HTS are MFN rates and in 
general represent the final stage of the reductions granted in the Tokyo Round 
of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. Column 1 general duty rates are 
applicable to imported products from all countries except those Conununist 
countries and areas enumerated in general note 3(b) to the HTS, whose products 
are dutiable at the rates set forth in col. 2; China, Hungary, Poland, and 
Yugoslavia are the only Conununist countries eligible for MFN treatment. Among 
articles dutiable at col. 1 general rates, particular products of enumerated 
countries may be 'eligible for reduced rates of duty or for duty-free treatment 
under one or more preferential tariff programs. ·Such tariff treatment is set 
forth in the special rates· of duty subcolumn of col. 1. 
ll Conunerce has recalculated the estimated average dumping margin to be 
73 percent in its notice of initiation. 
!/All of the selected models are manufactured by Mutch Industries Ltd., the 
only known current Japanese exporter of drafting machines to the United States. 
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The U.S. Market 

U.S. producers 

The petitioner, Vemco, is the sole remaining manufacturer of drafting 
machines and parts thereof in the United States today, with drafting product 11 
annual sales of less than $10 million. ZI Founded almost 50 years ago, the 
company currently produces drafting machines, scales, drawing instruments, 
lamps, diazo white printers, and high-pressure gas regulators. The production 
of drafting machines and parts thereof, however, accounts for the majority of 
Vemco's total sales. 11 Vemco has been the only known U.S. producer of drafting 
machines and parts thereof !I since 1985, at which time, Vard Newport, Santa 
Ana, CA, ceased manufacturing the subject product. ~ Two other U.S. producers, 
Keuffel & Esser Co. and Universal Drafting Machines (UDM), left the U.S. 
drafting machine industry in 1983 and 1979, respectively. Vemco produces 
drafting machines and parts thereof at a single plant location in San Dimas, CA, 
for sale under the Vemco and other distributor labels. QI Other Vemco 
manufacturing facilities are fully devoted to the operation of their gas 
regulator division. 

Apparent U.S. consumption 

According to Mutoh officials, U.S. consumption of drafting machines has 
fallen since 1982, with an accelerated decline in recent years. The cause of 
decline in apparent U.S. consumption has been attributed to CAD systems. II 
Both Mutch and Vemco officials also suggest through estimates of declining U.S. 
shipments of drafting machines, by quantity, that apparent U.S. consumption is 
falling. ~I 

Data on apparent U.S. consumption of drafting machines and parts thereof 
were compiled from information submitted in response to questionnaires sent by 
the U.S. International Trade Commission. These data are presented in table 1. 
Apparent U.S. consumption of drafting machines * * * declined throughout the 
period of the investigation, * * *· The overall decline in units for the period 
of investigation was * * * percent. The decline indicated by the data submitted 
on completed drafting machines, in terms of value, followed a similar trend of 

11 Drafting products include drafting machines, scales, lamps, and compasses. 
ZI Petition, p. 2. 
11 Ibid. 
!I Draftette Corp., located in San Diego, CA, produces an inexpensive portable 
drafting system. Information and questionnaire responses regarding these 
products are presented separately in app. C. 
21 Vard Newport discontinued production of drafting machines in or around July 
1985. Remaining inventories of drafting machines manufactured by Vard Newport 
were subsequently shipped to Bruning Co. in Illinois. 
QI Vemco manufactures drafting ma~hines for the trademarks and tradenames of 
Mayline, Martin Instruments, and Teledyne Post. 
II Transcript of the conference, pp. 54 and 61. 
~I Vemco's estimates of quantities of drafting machines shipped in the United 
States can be found on pp. 12 and 16 of the petition. Mutoh's estimates of the 
same are found in the transcript of the conference, p. 47. 
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Table 1 
Drafting machines and parts thereof: U.S. shipments·, domestic shipments of 
imports, and apparent conswnption, 1986-88 

Item 

1/ * * * 
11 * * * 

* 

1986 

* * 

1987 1988 

* * * * 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade CoIIDnission. 

* * * * * * was experienced for the apparent U.S. cons\imption of parts of 
drafting machines, in terms of value; however, parts of drafting machines 
account for*** percent of the value.of total U.S. shipments of drafting 
machines and parts thereof. Aggregated data reveal that the inclusion of parts 
of drafting machines in the calculation of apparent U.S. consumption * * * 

Channels of distribution 

The majority of all drafting machines and parts thereof sold in the United 
States by the U.S. producer and U.S. importers are sold to unrelated 
distributors either under the producer's label or the purchaser's trademark. 
The U.S. producer and importers were requested to report their 1988 shipments of 
drafting machines, by market. These data are presented in table 2. 

Questionnaire responses provided by the U.S. producer and importers of 
drafting machines and parts thereof from Japan reveal that the channels of 
distribution for the subject products are somewhat similar. 1/ U.S. shipments 
by the U.S. producer to unrelated end users in 1988 accounted for approximately 
* * * percent of its total U.S. shipments of drafting machines, and the 
remaining * * * percent were shipped to unrelated distributors. U.S. importers 
reported U.S. shipments to unrelated end users in 1988 to be * * * percent of 
total U.S. shipments, with * * * percent of shipments made to unrelated 
distributors. 

1/ According to parties, a coIIDnon dealer network for drafting machines is 
shared. (Transcript of the conference, pp. 22 and 56) 
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Table 2 
Drafting machines: U.S. shipments of drafting machines, by markets and types of 
protractor head, 1988 

Product category 

* 

<In units) 
Estimated shipments made by--
U.S. producer 1/ to 
unrelated--
distributors end users 

* * * 

U.S. importers 21 to 
unrelated--
distributors end users 

* * * 

1/ Vemco was the only U.S. producer to ship the subject product in 1988. 
21 The only importers to provide usable data are Mutch.America, Inc.,***, and 
* * * All three companies reported imports of drafting machines from Japan; 
however, * * * ceased importing from* * * * * * ··The remaining data are for 
Mutch America, Inc. 
~/ Vemco produces drafting machines with vernier protractor heads only. 
~/ Not applicable. 

Source: ·Compiled from data-submitted.in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

U.S. importers 

Approximately 100 importers were identified as importing items under TSUSA 
710.8025, which not only includes the product under investigation, but also 
includes other drafting products, such as plotters for use with CAD systems. 
The petitioner also identified three firms which import the product under 
investigation from Japan; ·however, * * *. 11 Questionnaires were sent to· 32 
importers, each identified * * * as having at least * * *worth of material 
classified in TSUSA 710.8025 in one of three separate 12-month periods during 
January 1986-December 1988. Of the total responses received by the Commission, 
14 firms responded that they did not import drafting machines and parts thereof 
and 6 firms reported imports of the same. 21 Data presented in this report are 
estimated to account for at least 99 percent of.the subject imports. 

11 Mutch America, Inc., named by the petitioner as an importer of the subject 
product from Japan, * * *· The petitioner also named Teledyne Post and Bruning 
as U.S. importers of the subject products from Japan: * * * 
21 The 6 firms include: * * * 
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Consideration of Alleged Material Injury 
to an Industry in the United States 

The information in this section of the report is based on data received 
from questionnaire responses to the Commission. A response was received from 
the only remaining U.S. producer of drafting machines and parts thereof, 
representing 100 percent of U.S. production for the period of investigation. 

U.S. producer's capacity. production. and capacity utilization 

Vemco reported capacity to produce drafting machines and parts thereof on 
the basis of * * *-hour workweek, operating * * * weeks per year. The U.S. 
reported capacity to produce the subject products * * * Although actual 
reported U.S. production·of drafting machines and parts thereof* * * Overall 
production for the period of investigation fell * * * percent. The rate of 
capacity utilization experienced an overall decrease from * * * percent in 1986 
to * * * percent in 1988, These data are presented in table 3, 

Table 3 
Drafting machines: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * * 

11 * * *· 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

U.S. producer's shipments 

Vemco's U.S. shipments (including company transfers) 1/ and export 
shipments of drafting machines and parts thereof were reported for the period of 
investigation. 2/ .These data are presented in table 4. 

11 * * * 
21 Shipments of parts of drafting machines were reported in terms of value only •. 
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Table 4. 
Drafting machines and parts thereof: U.S. producer's company transfers, 
domestic shipments, export shipments, and total shipments, 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * . * 

l/ Principal export markets for drafting machines are * * *· 
21 Principal export markets for drafting machine parts are * * * 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

Domestic shipments.--u.s. shipments of completed drafting machines * * *· 
The value of U.S. shipments of completed drafting machines * * *· . The value of 
U.S. shipments of parts of drafting machines, which account for * * * percent of 
total U.S. shipments of drafting machines and parts thereof, * * *· The unit 
values of the U.S. producer's domestic shipments of completed drafting machines 
* * *· l/ Domestic shipments by the U.S. producer of drafting machines and 
parts thereof, by value, accounted for* * * 

Export shipments.--Vemco's export shipments of completed drafting machine 
units * * *· The value of parts of drafting machines exported by the U.S. 
producer, ·which accounted for approximately * * * percent of total export 
shipments by the U.S. producer of drafting machines and parts thereof, * * * 
Drafting machine unit values of export shipments * * *· · Vemco's export 
shipments of drafting machines and parts thereof, by value, accounted for * * * 

Total shiprnents.--The U.S. producer's total shipments of completed drafting 
machines in units * * *· * * * in the value of total shipments of completed 
drafting machines for the period of investigation. Total shipments * * *· 
* * *, the total shipment value of drafting machine parts, which accounts for 
approximately * * * percent of total shipments of drafting machines and parts 
thereof, * * * Total shipment unit values of completed drafting machines 
* * * 

U.S. producer's inventories 

Reported end-of-period inventories of completed drafting machines * * *· 
Inventories as a share of U.S. shipments * * *, and the ratio of inventories to 
total shipments * * * End-of-period inventory data are presented in table 5. 

11 Unit values of the U.S. producer's completed drafting machine shipments are 
necessarily influenced by shifts in the product mix. 
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Table 5 
Drafting machines: U.S. producer's end-of-period inventories, inventories as a 
share of U.S. shipments, and inventories as a share of total shipments, 1986-88 
1/ 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * 

1/ Parts of drafting machines are not included in inventory data. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Conunission. 

U.S. employment. wages. and productivity 

The reported number of production and related workers producing all 
products and drafting machines and parts thereof * * * decreased during the 3-
year period of investigation. In response to a question in the Conunission's 
questionnaire, Vemco reported that, in particular, * * *· 

Hours worked, wages paid, and total compensation paid to production and 
related workers producing all.products and drafting machines and parts thereof 
* * * * * *. 1/ Average hourly wages paid to production and related workers 
producing all products and drafting machines and parts thereof * * *· 

The number of drafting machines produced per 1,000 hours worked was * * * 
Productivity * * * Unit labor costs for drafting machines * * * These data 
are presented in table 6. 

Table 6 
Drafting machines and parts thereof: Average number of employees and production 
and related workers, hours worked, wages paid, hourly wages, total compensation 
paid, productivity, and unit labor costs, 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * * 

1/ Not applicable. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Conunission. 

11 * * * (Post-conference brief of petitioner, p. 13) 
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Financial experience of U.S. producer 

The petitioner, Vemco Corp., the only known U.S. producer of drafting 
machines since 1985, supplied income-and-loss data for both the overall 
operations of its establishment in which drafting machines and parts are 
produced and, separately, for its operations producing such products, 

Overall establishment operations.--Overall establishment financial results 
of Vemco Corp. are presented in table 1·. The overall establishment o·perations 
of the firm are devoted primarily to producing drafting machines. On the basis 
of net sales, these products accounted for * * * percent of the overall 
establishment operations during 1986-88. Products produced other than drafting 
machines are scales, lamps, instruments, diazo printers, and regulator parts. 

Table 7 
Income-and-loss experience of Vemco Corp. on the overall establishment 
operations within which drafting machines are produced, accounting years 1986-88 

* * * * * * 

11 Cash-flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and 
amortization, 

* 

Source:· Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade CoJIDnission. 

Overall establishment income-and-loss d'ata * * *. Cost of sales. in 
absolute dollars and as a share of net sales,·* *. *; * * * * * * The three 

·major components of cost of sales, raw materials, direct labor, and factory 
overhead, * * *. 

Operations on drafting machines and parts thereof.--The financial results 
of Vemco Corp. on its drafting machines and parts are presented in 
table 8, * * * Cost of sales, in absolute c:iollars and as a share of net 
sales, * * * * * * Operating income was * * *· 

The U.S. market for drafting machines * * *· 11 Plant tours by Commission 
staff in several recent investigations involving other products revealed 
practically no evidence of drafting machines, but considerable use of CAD 
systems. An official of Vemco 21 was contacted -about the apparent market 
erosion by this technological advancement over the older drafting equipment. 
* * * 

11 Petition of Vemco C_orp •• per addition of imported units, p. 12, and Vemco 
units sold, p. 17, 
21 * * * 
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Table 8 
Income-and-loss experience of Vemco Corp. on its operations producing drafting 
machines and parts thereof, accounting years 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * 

11 Cash flow is defined as net income or loss· plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

* 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

Financial ratios.--Vemco indicated that its 1988 balance sheet had not been 
completed by the outside accountants; however, it did submit balance sheets for 
1986 and·l987. Analysis o·f these statements revealed * * *· For instance, the 
current ratio (current assets divided by current liabilities), which measures 
the ability to meet short-term.obligations with current assets,*** * * * 
The current and rates-of-return ratios are shown in the following tabulation: 
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Item 1986 1987 1988 

Current ratio: . 
All products (including receivables 

from affiliates) ••••••••••••••••••• *** *** *** 
All products (excluding receivables 

from affiliates) ••••.••.••••••••••• *** *** *** 
Drafting machines .................... *** *** *** 

Rates of return: 
Operating return on total assets: 

All products (percent) •••••• ; •••••• *** *** *** 
Drafting machines l/ (percent) ••••• *** *** *** 

Net income or (loss) before income 
taxes on total assets: 

All products (percent) ..... -. ....... *** *** *** 
Drafting machines l/ (percent) ••••• *** *** ***. 

Operating return on equity: 
All products (percent) •••••.••••••• *** *** *** 
Drafting machines !/ (percent) ••••• *** *** *** 

Net income or (loss) before income 
taxes on equity: 

All products (percent) ••••••••••••• *** *** *** 
Drafting machines !/ (percent) .•••• *** *** *** 

11 * * * 
ZI Not available. 
l/ Defined as operating income or net income before taxes divided by total 
assets, including receivables from affiliates, that are apportioned to drafting 
machines from overall establishment totals on the basis of respective book 
values of fixed assets. 
!ii Defined as operating income or net income before taxes divided by total 
stockholders' equity that is apportioned to drafting machines from overall 
establishment operations on the basis of respective net sales. 

The ratio of return on total assets measures management's effectiveness at 
using company assets to generate income. Return on stockholders' equity 
sununarizes management's success at maximizing the return to the stock investors. 
Comparison of the various profitability measures indicate * * * 

Vemco's accounts receivable turnover rate. (net sales divided by accounts 
receivable), * * *, as shown in the following tabulation: 

* * * * * * * 
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value of plant. property. and eguipment.~-The data provided by Vemco on its 
end-of-period investment in productive facilities in which drafting machines are 
produced are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars): 

Item 

Establishment: 
Original cost . ............ 
Book value ................ 

Drafting machines: 
Original cost . ............ 
Book value . .............. ~ 

1986 1987 

*** *** 
*** *** 

*** *** 
*** *** 

1988 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

Capital e:xpenditures.--The data provided by Vemco relative to its capital 
expenditures for land, buildings, and machinery and equipment used in the 
manufacture of drafting machines are shown in the following tabulation (in 
thousands of dollars): · 

Item 1986 

Establishment: 
Land and land improvements~. *** 
Building or leasehold 

improvements ••••.•••.••••• *** 
Machinery, equipment, 

and fixtures ••••••••••.••• *** 
Total. • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • *** 

Drafting machines: 
Land and land improvements •• *** 
Building or leasehold 

improvements •••••••••••••• *** 
Machinery, equipment, 

and fixtures •••••••••••••• *** 
Total. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • *** 

Vemco indicated * * *· 

1987 

*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 

1988 

*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 

Research and development e:xpenses.--Research and development expenses by 
Vemco relating to drafting machines are shown in the following tabulation (in 
thousands of dollars): 

All products ................ . 
Drafting machines .••••••••••• 

1986 

*** 
*** 

1987 

*** 
*** 

1988 

*** 
*** 
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Capital and investment.--The Commission requested Vemco to describe any 
actual or potential negative effects of imports of drafting machines and parts 
from Japan on its growth, investment, development and production efforts, and 
ability to raise capital. Vemco's response follows. 

ACTUAL NEGATIVE IMPACT--* * * 

* . * * * * * * 

ANTICIPATED NEGATIVE IMPACT--* * * 

Consideration of the Question of 
Threat of Material Injury 

Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)) 
provides that--

In determining whether an industry in the United States is threatened 
with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for importation) 
of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider, among other 
relevant factors 1/--

(I) If a subsidy is involved, such informa~ion as may be presented to 
it by the administering authority as to the nature of the subsidy 
(particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export subsidy 
inconsistent with the Agreement), 

(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused capacity 
in the exporting country likely to result in a·sigrtificant increase in 
imports of the merchandise to the United States, 

(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetra.tion and the 
likelihood that the penetration will increase to art injurious level, 

(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter the 
United States at prices that will have a depressing or. suppressing 
effect on domestic prices of the merchandise, 

(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the 
United States, 

1/ Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides that 
"Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in the 
United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis of 
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is 
imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture 
or supposition." 
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(VI) the presence of under-utilized capacity for producing the 
merchandise in the exporting country. 

(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the 
probability that the importation· (or sale for importation) of the 
merchandise (whether or not it is actually being imported at the time) 
will be the cause of actual injury, 

(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities 
owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which can be used to 
produce products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 
or to final orders under section 736, are·also used to produce the 
merchandise under investigation, 

(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves imports of 
both a raw agricultural product (within the meaning of paragraph 
(4)(E)(iv)) and any product processed from such raw agricultural 
product, the likelihood that there will be increased imports, by 
reason of product shifting, if there is an affirmative determination 
by the Commission under section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to 
either the raw agricultural product or the processed agricultural 

·product (but not both), and 

(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing 
development and production efforts of the domestic industry, including 
efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced version of the like 
product. 1/ 

Petitioners have not alleged the existence .of subsidies· (item (I) above). 
Information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of imports of 
the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented in the section 
entitled "Consideration of the causal relationship between imports of the 
subject merchandise and the alleged material injury." Information on the 
effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing 
development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section 
entitled "Consideration of alleged material injury to an industry in the United 
States." Available informatio~ on U.S. inventories of the subject products 
(item (V)); foreign producers' operations, including the potential for 
"product-shifting" (items (II). (VI). (VIII) and (IX) above); any other threat 
indicators, if applicable (item (VII) above); and any dumping in third-country 
markets, follows. 

11 Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further 
provides that, in antidumping investigations, ". ~ • the Commission shall 
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by 
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against 
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same party 
as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the domestic 
industry." 
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U.S. importers' inventories 

U.S. importers' inventories of drafting machines imported from Japan * * *· 
* * *· 1/ Inventories as a share of shipments for U.S. importers of Japanese
produced drafting machines.* * *· Only* * *U.S. importers reported 
inventories of drafting machines for the period 1986-88. 21 Data are presented 
in table 9. 

Table 9 
Drafting machines: End-of-period inventories 1/ of Japanese products, 1986-88 

.Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * * 

1/ Inventories are reported for completed drafting machines only. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. · 

The producers in Japan 1/ 

The Commission requested counsel for Mutoh Industries, a major Japanese 
producer and exporter of drafting machines and parts thereof to the United 
States, to provide information on its Japanese capacity, production, 
inventories, and shipments of the subject products for the period of 
investigation. Mutoh Industries produces drafting machines, tables, and other 
accessory items, as well as CAD systems. In existence since 1952, Mutoh 
Industries has exported their products to the United States since September 
1965 •. ~/ Information regarding additional producers of drafting machines and 

1/ Telephone conversation on May 4, 1989, with counsel for Mutch Industries, 
Ltd. and Mutch America, Inc. 
21 * * * were the only U.S. importers to report inventories of drafting 
machines. * * * * * * * * * 
11 Other foreign producers of drafting machines and parts thereof include 
Kuhlman, Germany and Neolt. Italy. These producers are believed to export * * * 
of the subject product to the United States. 
~/ Transcript of the· conference. pp. 54 and 56. 
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parts thereof in Japan was·also requested of the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo by the 
Commission. 1/ Data received from the respondent are presented in table 10. 21 

Table 10 
Drafting machines: Mutoh's capacity, 1/ production, capacity utilization, end
of-period inventories, inventories as a share of total shipments, home-market 
shipments, exports to the United States, exports to all other countries, and 
total shipments, 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

' * * * * * * * 

1/ * * *· 

Source: Data submitted by counsel for Mutch Industries in response to a request 
for informatio.n by the Commission. 

* * * * * * * 
Mutoh Industries is the parent company of Mutoh America, Inc., a subsidiary 

engaged in the sale and distribution of drafting machines in the United States. 
Mutoh does not possess U.S. production capability, nor does it have current 
plans for establishing such a capability in the future. In addition, there is 
no evidence of the existence of dumping findings or antidumping remedies in 
other GATT-member markets relating to drafting machines and parts thereof from 
Japan. J./ 

1/ In particular, information was requested on three additional firms (Max Co., 
Ltd. (Max); Pentax; and Uchida Yoko Co. Ltd. (Uchida)) who are believed to have 
manufactured and exported * * * the subject product to the United States. 
According to data compiled from questionnaire responses from U.S. importers of 
drafting machines and parts thereof, exports of the subject products to the 
United States by Uchida accounted for * * *· Exports to the United States of 
the subject products by Max accounted for * * * According to Mr. Watanabe, 
President of Max Business Machines Corp. (a sales subsidiary of Max Co., Ltd.), 
* * * * * * 
21 The data presented in table 10 are data submitted by counsel for Mutoh 
Industries. According to Mutoh officials, Mutoh Industries currently accounts 
for close to 100 percent of Japanese-produced drafting machine exports to the· 
United States. 
:J./ Letter submitted by counsel for Mutoh Industries in response to a req~est for 
information by the Commission. 
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Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between Imports of the 
Subject Merchandise and the Alleged Material Injury 

U.S. imports 

Questionnaires were sent to 32 firms identifie4 as the largest importers of 
products entered under TSUSA item 710.8025. Of the four importers who reported 
imports of the subject products from Japan during the period of investigation, 
three provided usable import data 11 and two provided usable shipment data. 21 
Data received in response to the Conunission's questionnaires are estimated to 
account for approximately 99 percent of the subject imports from Japan. In 
addition, two U.S. importers of the subject products from other countries 
besides Japan responded to the questionnaire. Ji According to estimates made by 
officials of Mutoh Industries and Mutoh America, Inc., U.S. imports from other 
countries account for approximately 2 to 4 percent of total U.S. imports of the 
subject products for the period of investigation. !ii Data presented in this 
report on imports and shipments of imports consist of drafting machines and 
parts thereof. Official import' statistics could not be used for purposes of 
this report because the TSUSA item under which such products were reported for 
statistical purposes also contained many products other than the. products 
subject to this investigation. 

The quantity of U.S. imports of completed drafting machines from Japan 
* * * * *.* The value of U.S. imports of completed drafting machines*** 
* * * The aggregate of import values of drafting machine parts and completed 
drafting machines reveals * * * * * * * * *• ii. 

The quantity of U.S. imports from other countries * * * * * * Unit 
values of imports from other countries * * * * * * Data are presented in 
table 11. 

11 * * * 
ZI * * * 
ll * * * 
!I Mutoh's post-conference brief, exhibit No. _1. 
ii Unit value is necessarily influenc~d by shifts in the product mix. 
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Table 11 
Drafting machines and parts thereof: U.S. imports from Japan and all other 
countries, 1/ 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * *· * * * 

1/ The only U.S. importer of drafting machines that reported imports from any 
other country was * * * Therefore, the data include only imports from Italy. 
2..1***· 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

U.S. importers' shipments of the subject products are presented in 
table 12. The quantity of U.S. importers' U.S. shipments of drafting machines 
***in 1986 to*** in 1987, but*** in 1988. The value of U.S. importers' 
U.S. shipments of drafting machines * * * * * * * * * Unit values of U.S. 
shipments by U.S. importers * * *· 11 

Table 12 
Drafting machines and parts thereof: U.S. importers' 11 domestic shipments, 
export shipments, and total shipments, 1986-88 

. Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * * 

11 * * *· 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

11 Unit values are necessarily influenced by shifts in the product mix. 
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Market penetration by the subject imports 

Of the total apparent U.S. conswnption, by quantity (in units), U.S. 
importers' U.S. shipments of Japanese-produced drafting machines accounted for 
* * * The value of U.S. importers' U.S. shipments of drafting machines and 
parts thereof accounted for * * *· The value of U.S. importers' U.S. shipments 
of drafting machine parts accounted for * * *· 1/ Data are presented in table 
13. 

Table 13 
Drafting machines and parts thereof: Shares of U.S. conswnption supplied by 
Japan, all other countries, and U.S. producers, 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * * 

1/ From the Commission's questionnaire, 1 response indicated that imports of 
drafting machines and parts thereof came from other countries. Data indicate 
that the share of U.S. conswnption supplied by these countries is * * * 
* * *• U.S. imports from other countries are estimated by the parties to be 
between 2 and 4 percent of apparent U.S. conswnption. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

1/ Apparent U.S. conswnption of drafting machine parts accounts for * * * of 
total apparent U.S. conswnption of. drafting machines and parts thereof combined. 
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Prices 

The great majority of drafting machines are sold to distributors, with the 
remainder sold directly to end users. The demand for drafting machines is 
derived from the demand for the services of its end users (i.e., draftsmen, 
engineers, etc.). 

Vemco quotes prices of drafting machines on an f.o.b. plant basis, 
* * *· 11 Transportation costs average* * *percent of total delivered cost. 
The average lead time for Vemco drafting machines bought off-the-shelf is * * * 
days. Standard-length drafting machines, bought out of stock, are available 
***,and the average lead time for-custom-made machines is***· Actual 
transaction prices***· * * * * * * The discount schedules, * * *, are 
presented in the following tabulations: 

Class A 

Drafting machines purchased ••.•• 
Discount percentage ••••••••••.•• 

Class Al 

Drafting machines purchased ••••• 
Discount percentage ••••••••••••• 

Class AAA 

Drafting machines purchased ••••• 
Discount percentage .........•... 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
**~ 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

Dealers that sell Vemco drafting machines under private labels constitute 
the fourth category. Discounts for these companies (* * *) * * * Currently, 
* * * receives * * *, and* * *receive * * * 

Mutch America quotes prices f.o.b. warehouse * ·* * 21 Transportation 
costs * * *, and the average lead time for drafting machines .is * * * * * * 
* * * * * *· ll 

The Commission requested price data from Vemco and U.S. importers of 
drafting machines from Japan. The firms were asked to report f.o.b prices for 
their largest quarterly sales to distributors during the period January 1986 to 
December 1988. The products selected for consideration by the Commission are 
those products which are considered by both Vemco and Mutch to be the most 
comparable and representative of the market. Product descriptions are as 
follows: 

11 * * * 
21 * ·* * 
ll * * * 
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PRODUCT 1: Elbow or band-and-pulley drafting machines with 18" arm 
size. 

PRODUCT 2: Track drafting machines with vernier protractor head and 
32" x 42" board size, without a secondary baseline setting scale. 1/ 

PRODUCT 3: Track drafting machines with vernier protractor head, 
secondary baseline setting scale, and 37"-37.5" x 60" board size. 

PRODUCT 4: Track drafting machines with vernier or dial-type 
protractor head, secondary baseline setting scale, stainless steel 
rollers on stainless steel tracks, and 37"-37.5" x 60" board size. 2/ 

Questionnaires with usable price data were received from Vemco and from 
Mutoh America (Mutoh). ll The data are presented in tables 14 and 15. 

Table 14 
Drafting machines: F.o.b. prices· reported by Vemco and Mutoh America for sales 
to distributors of product 1 and product 2, by quarters, January 1986-December 
1988 

Period 

1/ * * * 
21 * * * 

* * 

(per unit) 
Product 1 
Vemco 3300 
f.o.b. price 

* 

Mutoh E-18 
f .o.b. price 

* * 

Product 2 
Vemco MD520 
f.o.b. price 

* 

Mutoh AV3242 
f.o.b. price 

* 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Conunission. 

11 The original product 2 description did not include the "without secondary 
baseline setting scale" specification. However, subsequent phone conversations 
with Mutoh indicated that the additional specification was necessary to further 
differentiate betwe~n product 2 and product 3. 
21 The product 4 description given to Mutoh was changed to ask for drafting 
machines with a dial-type protractor head only, so as to differentiate between 
the Mutoh products 3 and 4. 
ll * * * 
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Table 15 
Drafting machines: F.o.b. prices reported by Vemco and Mutoh America for sales 
to distributors of product 3 and product 4, by quarters, January 1986-December 
1988 

Period 

* * 

(per unit) 
Product 3 
Vemco MK12 Mutoh SA3760 
f.o.b. price ·f.o.b. price 

* * * 

11 No price data were supplied. 
11 * * * 

Product 4 
Vemco 630 
f.o.b. price 

* 

Mutoh LM3760 
f. o. b. price 

* 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to question.~aires of the U.S. 
International Trade CoJIDDission. 

Price trends.--During the period of investigation, prices reported by Vemco 
* * * * * * Prices reported by Mutoh * * * 

Although the data in t.able 14 indicate * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Mutoh's largest quarterly sales of product 1 * * * * * * * * * 

Vemco's prices for product 2 * * * * * * * * * 

Mutoh's prices for product 2 * * *: * * * * * * 

Vemco's prices for product· 3 * * * * * * * * * 

Mutoh's prices for product 3 * * * * * * * *.* 

* * * * * * * 
Price comparisons.--Prices for product 1 are difficult to compare because 

the price levels are largely influenced by the quantity of drafting machines 
sold. * * * * * *· 1/ * * * * * * 

Although these are the models considered the most comparable by both 
parties, it is difficult to compare prices for Vemco and Mutoh products 2, 3, 
and 4 because the comparable models of track drafting machines have different 
features. 

Mutoh's prices for product 2 were * * * Vemco's prices * * * Both models 
have vernier protractor heads, but only Mutoh's product 2 has a secondary 
baseline indicator and a protractor headlifter. 

1/ * * * 
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Prices for Mutoh's product 3 were * * * Vemco's prices * * * Both 
products have vernier protractor heads, secondary baseline indicators, 
protractor headlifters, and micrometer adjustments. However, Mutoh's product 3 
has a more precise secondary baseline scale (10 min. as opposed to 20 min.), and 
only Mutoh's model contains a baseline vernier. 

Price comparisons were possible for product 4 only in 1988. Vemco's 
product 4 prices were * * * Mutoh' s prices * * ·*. The models are comparable 
except that the Vemco product 4 secondary baseline scale is more precise (5 
minutes as opposed to 10 minutes) and the Mutoh .product 4 has a dial-type 
protractor head instead of a vernier protractor head. 

Lost sales and lost revenues 

Vemco reported losing sales of drafting machine~ to imports of Japanese 
drafting machines, but was unable to report specific details concerning these 
lost sales. Vemco reported * * * instances of lost revenues * * *· 

Vemco named * * * in a lost revenue allegation involving * * * 

* * * * * * 
Vemco named * * * in a lost revenue allegation involving * * * 

representative of***, would not respond to the allegation. 

Exchange rates 

* 
* * *, a 

Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that 
during January 1986-December 1988 the nominal .value of the Japanese yen 
appreciated by 50.0 percent against the value of the U.S. dollar (table 16). 
Adjusted for relative movements in producer price indices, the real value of the 
Japanese yen appreciated by 23.7 percent against the value of the U.S. dollar 
during January 1986-December 1988. 
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Table 16 
Nominal exchange-rate of the Japanese yen in U.S. dollars, real exchange-rate 
equivalents, 1/ and Producer Price Indexes, 2J indexed by quarters, January · 
1986-December 1988 

Period 

1986: 
Jan.-Mar •••• 
Apr .-June ••• 
July-Sept ••• 
Oct.-Dec •.•• 

1987: 
Jan.-Mar •••• 
Apr .-June ••• 
July-Sept ••• 
Oct.-Dec •••• 

1988: 
Jan • .:..Mar •••• 
Apr. :-:June ••• 
July-Sept ••• 
Oct. -Dec •••• 

Nominal 
exchange
ra te index 

100.0 
110.4 
120.6 
117 .2 

122.7 
131. 7 
127.9 
138.4 

146.8 
149 •. 6 
140.5· 
150.0 

Real 
exchange-
rate index 

100.0 
108.3 
115.8 
111.0 

114.0 
119.5 
116.2 
124.8 

130.1 
)29. 8 . .. 
121.5 
123.7 

Japanese U.S. 
Producer Producer 
Price Index 31 Price Index 

100.0 100.0 
96.3 98.2 
93.8 97.7 
92.8 98.1 

92.2 99.2 
91.5 100.8 
92.6 101.9 
92.3 102.3 

91.3 102.9 
90.9 104.8 
91.8 106.2 
91.0 . 106.7 

11 Exchange rates are expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency. 
1/ Producer Price Indexes--intended to measure final product prices--are based 
on average quarterly indices presented in line 63 of the International Financial 
Statistics. 
ll The indexed real exchange rate represents the nominal exchange rate adjusted 
for relative movements in Producer Price Indices in the United States and the 
respective foreign country. 

Note.--January-March 1986=100. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, 
December 1988. 
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Federal Register I Vot SI. No. 10 I Thursday; April 13. 1989 I Notices 14873 

[lnvestlptlon No. 731-TA~ 
(Preliminary)] 

Drafting Machines Md hrta n.r.ot 
From Japan 

AGENCY: United Slatea lntemational 
Trade Commission. - · 
ACTION: Institution of a pnUm1nary 
antidumping investigation and -
scheduling of a conference to be held in 
connection with the investigation. 

SUMMARY: The Commiuion hereby gives 
notice of the institution of preliminary 
antidwnping investigation No. 731-TA-
432 (Preliminary) under section 733{a) of 
the tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 
1673b(a)) to determine whether tllere is 
a reasonable indication that an industry 
in the United States i1 materialty -
injured. or is threatened with material -
injury, or the eatabti1hment of an 

industry in_th-e United Stales la ': : · -
materiallyTetarded. by reason oJ 
imports from Japan of drafting machines 
and parts thereof. provided for in -
subheadings 9017.10.00 and 9017.90.00 of 
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the 
United States. that are alleged to be sold 
in the United States at less than fair 
value. As provided in section 733(a}, the 
Commission mu.at complete preliminary 
antidwnping investigations in 45 days. 
or in this caae by May 22. 198!l. 

For further information concernina the 
conduct of this investigation and rules of 
general application. consult the 
Commission'• Rules of Practice and 
Procedure. Part 207, subparts A and B 
(19 CFR Part 207). and Part 201. subparts 
At through E (19 CFR Part 201}. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 7, 1998. 

FOii FURTHER INFOAMAT10N CONTACT: 
Mary Trimble (20.Z-252-1193). Office of 
Investigations. U.S. International Trade 
Commission. 500 E Street SW~ 
Washington. DC 20438. Hearing
i.mpaired individuals are advised that 
information on this matter can ~ 
obtained by contacting the 
Commission's TDD terminal on 202-252-
1810. Persons with mobility impairments 
who will need special assistance in 
gaining acce8s to the Commission 
should contact the Office of the 
Secretary at 202-%52-1000. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIOllC 
Baclcground. Thia investigation is beir\g 
in&tituted_in response to a petition filed 
on April T, 1989. by Vemco Corporation. 
San Dimas. CA. 

ParticipaJion in the investisation. 
Persons wishing to participate in thia 
investigation aa parties must file an -
entry of appearance with the Secretary 
to the Commission. as provided in 
I 201.11 of the Commission's rulea (19 
Cf'R 20'1.ll). notlater than seven (7t 
daya after publication of this notice in 
the Federal Register. Airy entry or 
appearance filed after this date will be_ 
referred to the Chairman. who will 
determine whether to accept the late 
entry for good cauee shown by tlle 
person desiring to me the entry. -

Service list. Pursuant to t 201.ll(d) of 
the Commi11ion's roles (19 CFR 
201.ll(d)). the Secretary will prepare a 
aeivice list containing the namea and 
addresses of all persons. or their 
representatives. who are parties to thi1 _ 
~veatigation upon the expiration of the 
period fM filing entries of appearance~ 
In accordance with I noue(c) and 
207.3 of the rules (19 CFR 201.16(c) and 
207.3). each docwnent filed by a party to 
the investigation must be served on an 
other parties to the investigation (as- . 
identified by the smrice list). and a 
certificate of lervice must accompany 

the document The Secretary will not 
accept a docmnent for filing ""'ithout 
certificate of service. 

Limited disclosure of business 
proprietary information u.rider a 
protective order. Punuant to I 207.7(al 
of the Commission's rules (19 CFR 
Z07.7f a)). the Secretary will make 
available business proprietary 
information gathered in this prehminarv 
investigation to authorized applicants 
under a protective order. provided that 
the application be made not later than 
seven (7) days after the publication of 
this notice in the Federal Register. A 
separate service list will be maintained 
by the Secretary for those partie1 
authorized to receive business 
proprietary infonnation tmder a 
protective order. The Secretary will not 
accept any submission by parties 
containing busineH proprietary 
information without a certificate of 
:~ervice indicating that it baa been 
served on all the parties that are 
authorized to receive such information 
under a protective order. 

cDrzference. The Director of · 
Operations of the Commission has 

- scheduled.a conference in cormection 
with this investigation for 9:30 a.m. on 
April 28. 1989 at the U.S. lo1ernational -
Trade Commission Building, 500 E Street 
SW .. Washington. DC. Parties wishing to 
participate in the conference should 
contact Mary Trimble (20:2-25Z-U93) 
not later than April 26. 1989. to arrange 
for their appearance. Parties in support 
of the imposition of antidumping duties 
in this investigation and parties in 
opposition to the imposition of such 
duties will each be collectively allocated 
one hour withiD which to make an oral -
presentation at the conference. 

Written submissions. Any person may 
submit to the Commission on or before 
May 2. 1989 • ._ written brief containi!lg 
information and argument. pertinent to 
the subject matter of the investigation. 

· as provided in l 207.1.5 of the 
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.15}. A 
signed original and fourteen (14] copies 
of each submiaaion must be filed with 
the Secretary to the Commission in 
accordance with I 201.8 of the rules (19 
CFR 201.8}. All written submissions 
except for busineu proprietary date will 
be available for public inspection during 
regular bu&i.nesa hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary to the 
Commission. 

Any information for- which businen 
proprietary treatment is desired must be 
submitted separately. The envelope and 
all pages of such submissions must be 
clearly labeled "Business Proprietary 
Information." BusineH proprietary 
submissions and rrequests for business 
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proprietary treatment must conform 
with the requirements of H 201.6 and 
W.7 of the Commission's rules r19 CFR 
201.6 and 207.7). 

Parties which obtain disclosure of 
business proprietary information 
pursuant to § 207.7(a) or the 
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.7(a)) 
may comment on such information in 
their written brief, and may also file 
additional written comments on such 
information no later than May 5, .1989. 
Such additional comments must be 
limited to comments on business 
proprietary information received in or 
after the written briefs. 

Authority: This investigation is being 
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of 
1930, title vn. Thia notice is published 
pursuant to § 207.12 of the Commission's 
rules (19 CFR 201.12). 

By order of the Commission. 
Kenneth R. Maaon, 
Secretary. 

Issued: April 10. 1989. 
(FR Doc. 89-8849 Filed 4-12-89: 8:45 am) · 
BIWNG CODE 7020-02-11 
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International Tr.de Administration 

IA-51M11J 

Initiation of AnUdumpl119 Duty 
lnYMtlgatfon: Drafting MacNnea and 
Parts Thereof From Japan 

.. 
AGINCY: Import Administration. 
International Trade Administration. · 
Commerce. 

. ACTION: Notice. 

SUllllA..V: On the basis of a petition 
filed in proper form with the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. we are 
initiating an antidumping duty 
investigation to determine whether 
imports of drafting machines and part• 
thereof (drafting machines) from Japan 
are being, or are likely to be. sold in the 
Urjted States at le11 than fair value. We 
are notifying the U.S. International 
Trade Commission (ITq of thi• action 
so that it may determine whether 
imports of drafting machines materially 
i."ljure. or threaten material injury to. a 
U.S. industry. H this investigation 
proceeds normally. the ITC will make its 
preliminary determination on or before 
May 2Z. 1988. U that determination ia 
affirmative, we will.make a preliminary 
determination on or before September 
14. 1989. 
ll'nCTIVI DATE May 5. 1989. 
POlt flUlmCU INPORllAnoN CONTACT: 
Steven Lim or Bradford Ward. Office o( 
Antidumping lnvestigatiom. Import 
Administration. lntemational Trade 
Administration. U.S. Department of 
Commerce. 14th Street and Constitution 
Avenue. NW .. Washington; DC 20230; 
telephone (202) 377-4087 or (20:?) 377-
5288. respectively. 
SU"9UMINTAltY INl'OltllA T10N: 

The Petition 
On April 7, 1988. we received a 

petition filed in proper form by the 
Vemco Corporation on behalf of the 
domestic draftins machine induatrJ. ID 
compliance with the fWq requirementa 
of 19 CFR 353.38. petitioner alletet that 
imports of draftins machinu from Japan 
ere being. or are likely to be, sold In the 
United Statet at le11 than fair value 
within the meaning of nction 731 or the 
Tariff Act of 1930. as amended (the Act), 
and that these imports materially injure. 
or threaten material injury to, the U.S. 
industry. 

Petitioner has indicated that it baa 
standing to file the petition and that it is 
an interested party H defined under 
section 771(9J(C) of the Act and that It 
has filed the petition on behalf of the 
U.S. industry producing the product that 
is suhject to this Investigation. U any 
interested party u described under 

paragraphs cc). (D), (E), or (F) of section 
711(9) of the Act wishes to register 
support for. or opposition to, this 
petition. please file written notification 
with the Commerce officials cited in the 
"FOR F1.JRnfER lNFOR.11,iATION 
CONT ACT" section of this notice. 

Under our revised rego.tlations. parties 
seeking exclusion are required to submit 
their requests within 30 days of the date 
of the publication of this notice. The 
procedures and requirements regarding 
the filing of 1uch requests are contained 
in 19 CFR 353.14 (54 FR 12773. March 28. 
1989). 

United Slates Price and Foreign Market 
Value 

Petitioner's estimate of United States 
price (USP) i1 baaed on the list prices 
charged by the U.S. sales subsidiary of 
Mutoh Industries Ltd. (Mutob) and list 
price• charsed by U.S. wholesalera. le11 
estimated aalea discounts. Additional 
adjustments were made. where 
appropriate. for U.S. duty. ocean freight. 
containerization. U.S. inland freight. 
insurance. U.S. warebouaiJ18. U.S. 
marketing. and difference• in 
merchandiae. Petitioner'• estimate of 
foreign market value (FMV) la baaed on 
Mutoh's list prices in Japan. le11 an 
estimated sales ditcounL Based on a 
comparison of FMV to USP. petitioner 
alleses dumping margins rangins from 
107 to 144 percent. 

However. becauae certain 
adjustments to USP and FMV were 
inaufficiently substantiated. the 
Department has reealculated theae 
pricea. The Department'• eatimate of 
USP is baaed on the li1t price of Mutoh'1 
U.S. 1ale11ubsidiary, increaaed by four 
percent to account for probable price 
inflation. Ina aalee diacounta and U.S. 
duty. The Department'• estimate of FMV 
is bated on Mutoh'a llat pricn In Japan. 
1 ... aalea discountl and an adjuatment 
for differencea in merchandise. wheN 
applicable. Baaed on a campariloa of 
FMV to USP as estimated by the 
Department. the petition all'8" an 
averase dumping maflin of 73 percent 

IDitlatloa of IDveatiptloa 

Under aection 732(c) of tha Act. we 
muat determine. within 20 days after a 
petition ia filed. whether It aeta forth the 
allesatiom nece11ary for the initiation 
of an antidumping duty inveatisation. 
and whether it containl information 
reasonably nailable to the petitioner 
1upportin1 the allesationa. 

We examined the petition on drafting 
machines from Japan and found that It 
meets the requirements of 1ection 732{b) 
of the Act Therefore. in accordance 
with aection 732 of the Act. we are 
initiating an antidwnpins duty 

investigation to determine whether 
imports of drafting machines from Japan 
are being. or are likely to be. 1old in the 
United States at le11 than fair value. If 
our investigation proceeds normally. we 
will make our preliminary determination 
by September 14, 1989 . 

Scope of Investigation 

The United States had developed a 
system of tariff classification based on 
the international harmonized system of 
customs nomenclature. On January 1. 
1989, the United State• fully converted 
to the Harmonized Tariff Schedule 
(HTS), as provided for in section 1.201 et 
seq. of the Omnibus Trade and 
Competitivene11 Act of 1968. All 
merchandise entered. or withdrawn 
from warehouse. for consumption on or 
after that date ii now claisified solely 
according to the appropriate HTS Item 
number(s). The HTS item numbers are 
provided for converuence and Customs 
purposes. The written description 
remains dispositive as to the scope of 
the product coverage. 

Prior to January 1. 1989, such 
merchandise was claasified under item 
710.8025 of the Tariff Schedules of the 
United States Annotated (TSUSA). This 
mercbandiae ia currently cla111ifiable 
under HTS items 9017.10.0000 and 
9017 .90.0000. 

The scope of thia investigation 
includes drafting machines that are 
finished. unfinished. aHembled. or 
una1Hmbled. and drafting machine kits. 
For purpoaes of this investigation, 
"drafting machine" refere to "track" or · 
"elbow-type" drafting machines used by 
deaignera, engineers. architects. layout 
artists. a.,d othen. Drafting machines 
are de\1ces for aligning scales (or rulers) 
at a variety of angles anywhere on a 
drawing aurface. generally a drafting 
board. A protractor head allows angles 
to be set and read and lines to be drawn 
at thi1 angle. The machine is generally 
clamped to the board. Both "track" and 
"elbow-type" drafting machines are 
classified under HTS 9017.10.00. 

Also included within th~ tcope of this 
lnveatigation are parta of drafting 
machine• claa1ified under HTS 
8017.90.00. Parts include. but are not 
limited to. horizontal and vertical tracks. 

. parts of horizontal and vertical tracks. 
band and pulley mechanisms. parts of 
band and pulley mechanisms. protractor 
beads. and parts of protractor heads. 
destined for use in drafting machines. 
Acce11orie1. such as parallel rulers. 
lamps. and 1calea are not subject to this 
inveatiga lion. 
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Notification of ITC 
Section 732(d) of the Act requires us 

to notify the ITC of this action and to · 
provide it with the information we used 
to arrive at this determination. We will 
notify the ITC and make available to it 
all nonprivileged and nonproprietary 
information. We will allow the ITC 
access to all privileged and business 
proprietary infonnation in our files, 
provided it confinns in writing that it 
will not disclose such information either 
publicly or under administrative 
protective order without the written 
consent of the Assistant Secretary for 
Import Administration. 

Preliminary Determination by ITC 
The ITC will determine by May 22, 

1989, whether there is a reasonable 
indication that imports of drafting 
machines from Japan materially injure, 
or threaten material injury to. a U.S. 
industry. U its determination is negative, 
the investigation will be terminated: 
otherwise, it will proceed according to 
the statutory and regulatory procedures. 

This notice is published pursuant to 
section 732(c)(2) of the Act. 
April 27, 1989; 

Joeepb Spetrini, 

Acting Assistant Secretary for Import 
Administration. 

[FR Doc. 89-10753 Filed s-t-89: 8:45 am) 
91WlllG COCIE 151o.os-tl 

19425 
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LIST OF WITNESSES 

Investigation No. 731-TA-432 (Preliminary) 

DRAFTING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF FROM JAPAN 

Those listed below appeared at the United States International Trade 
Conunission's conference held in connection with the subject investigation on 
April 28, 1989, in the main Hearing Room 101 of the USITC Building, 500 E Street 
SW, Washington, DC. 

In support of the imposition of antidumping duties 

Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott--Counsel 
Washington, DC 

on behalf of 

Vemco Corporation 

Philip A. Vaughan, President, Vemco Corporation 
Paul G. McManigal, Assistant to President, Vemco Corporation 

Pau~ C. Ro7enthal) --OF COUNSEL 
Robin H. Gilbert ) 

In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties 

Graham & James--Counsel 
Washington, DC 

on behalf of 

Mutoh America, Inc. and Mutch Industries, Ltd. 

Hiromichi Sakai, International Business Division, Mutch Industries Ltd. 
Seiji Nagashima, Director/General Manager, International Business 

Division, Mutch Industries, Ltd. 
Martin Foley, Sales Representative, Mutch America, Inc. 
Tim Wach, Sales Representative, Oregon Blue Print 

Yoshihiro Saito ) 
Brian E. McGill ) --OF COUNSEL 
Eileen Shannon Carlson) 
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Table B-1 
Portable drafting systems: U.S. capacity, production, capacity utilization, 
U.S. shipments, inventories, inventories as a share of shipments, average number 
of employees, number of production and related workers, hours worked, wages 
paid, average hourly wages paid, and total compensation paid, 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * * 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

Table B-2 
Income-and-loss experience of Draftette on the overall establishment operations 
within which portable drafting machines are produced, accounting years 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * 

11 Cash-flow is. defined as net income or (loss) plus depreciation and 
amortization. 

* 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.s·. 
International Trade Commission. 

Table B-3 
Income-and-loss experience of Draftette on its operations producing portable 
drafting machines, accounting years 1986-88 

Item 1986 1987 1988 

* * * * * * 

11 Cash-flow is defined as net income or (loss) plus_ depreciation and 
amortization. 

* 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 




